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Burning Brand Into Tinder
Box at Session Last Night.

BY

REPUB-

5.
District At- 'ornev William Travers Jerome of
New York was the central figure In
the conference of upstate democrats
here today to consider the condition
of the democratic party in the state.
It was denied that the merger is in
the interest of Jerome's candidacy for
nomination for the governorship, in
a speech he said that no real issue di
vides the parties and that elections
are a mere scramble for offices. The
"boss" is but a hired man of the cap!
talist, whose sinister influences con
trols the, party machinery for his own
selfish and corrupt ends, the people
at the polls having only choice be
tween unfit candidates.

ATTORNEY HUGHES GETS
BACK FROM EUROPEAN TRIP
New
York, Sept. 5. Charles E,
Hughes, who conducted the Insurance
investigation, arrived here today from
Europe. He would not state positive
ly whether he would accept or refuse
the republican nomination for gov
ernor if tendered him.
IS TARRYING BY
THE WAY ON HOME TRIM
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 5. Elaborate

BRYAN

preparations are made for the recep
tion and entertainment of William
Jennings Bryan, when he returna to
his home city next week The exact
date of his arrival has not yet been
fixed, as there is still some uncertain
ty concerning his movements after
leaving Chicago. Originally- the arrival of Mr. Bryan was set for today,
but it became necessary to postpone
the date, probably until next Monday
or Tuesday. Governor Mickey will de
liver the welcoming address and
Mayor Brown will also deliver an ad
dress. There will be a big parade
and afterwards a meeting and recep
tion. at which Mr. Bryan will deliver
an important address.
VERMONT MORE

REPUBLICAN
EVEN THAN HERETOFORE
V't.,
Sept. 5. Complete reRutland,
turns from yesterday's state election
show Fletcher IX Proctor, republican,
was elected governor by 15.676 over
Percival W. Clemen, independent republican. The remainder of the republican ticket was also successful.
The republicans gained about 10,01)0
votes over the vote four years ago,
and the prohibition loss was proportionately greater.
All the members of the senate are
republicans but one, and the lower
house is overwhelmingly republican.
BOTH PARTIES HELD

PRIMARIES IN WISCONSIN
Milwaukee, Sept. 5. Returns yesterday from the primary elections indicate that Governor Davidson, republican, won from Speaker Irvine Len-roo- t
in the race for governor by 40,000.
John A. Aylward, democrat, received
the nomination over Ernest Norton.

"We endorse and approve ruost
heartily the able, efficient and unselfish services rendered 10 the people of
New Mexico by Delegate Andrews, and
we especially congratulate our delegate In congress upon the success attending his efforts Ly which an appropriation of $100,000 mas secured for a
public building In Albuquerque.
"We congratulate
our chairman,
Hon. H. O. Bursum, upon his efficient
management of the affairs of this
committee, and hereby renew our confidence In til as a safe political counselor and worthy in every respect of
the position he holds."
Mr. Luna then offered the following resolution, and on being read, Mr.
Child-ermoved that same be adopted,
which was duly seconded. The resolution Is as follows:
"Be it resolved, by the republican
central committee of the territory of
rsew Mexico, now assembled, that we
most heartily endorse and approve of
the administration of President Roosevelt.
"We favor the acceptance of Joint
statehood as provided for by the Fif
congress, believing that it
Is the only plan by which we may be
cabled to secure statehood."
Mr. Spiess offered an amendment
that they strike out from the resolu
tion under consideration all that part
of the resolution referring to state-

Resolutions Introduced and
Passed Endorsing Administration of
Roosevelt and Favoring
Joint Statehood.

Boise, Idaho, Sept. 5. The
policy of the administration In setting
aside large areas in tne west ior tor-e-

st

reserves was the subject which
precipitated an acrimonious and at
times a sensational debate at the last
night session of the Irrigation con
gress. Gifford PInchot, chief of tne
bureau of forestry, stated that the pol
icy of President Roosevelt is to "give
every part of the public lands their
very best use." These reserves to a
certain extent, control the stock bus!
ness of the west, he said, for the chief
summer range Is in the reserves. Some
reserves are practically without trees
but it was tBe purpose to put trees
there. Senator Heyburn made a bitter attack on the administration's for
estry policy. The administration, he
said, had no business to nave any pol
icy except as stated in the statutes.
Heyburn said he did not question the
president's motives but believed that
he had been misled by bad and not
disinterested parties. Heyburn char
acterized Pinchot's theory of forests
preserving moisture as nonsense and
attacked the National Forestry association. In one case,
Weyerhauser, he said owned more
land than any other man in the world
"more timber than was originally
stolen by any man in the world."
Congressman Reeder of Kansas, referring in his speech today to the con
troversy last night over the question
cf forest reserves, ' endorsed the ad
ministration of Chief Forester Pinchot"
St. George Tucker, president of the
exposition, invited the
Jamestown
congress to meet next year at James
town.
Vice-Preside- nt

THE CONVENTION OF
THIRD CLASS CITIES.
Chester, Pa.. Sept. 5. The conven
tion of Third Class Cities, wnich open
met again Chls
ed here yesterday,
morning, and took up the discussion of
the following subjects: "Should more
than thirty days be allowed to ac
cent or refuse a report of Jury of
view?" "Should an appeal be allowed
"Should
from sewer assessments?"
councils be confined to legislative duties only?" T. Chalkley Hatton, mem
ber of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, delivered an address on
"Sewerage Disposal," which was followed bv a brief discussion. Clinton
Rogers Woodruff delivered an address
on "Municipal Ownership of Public
Utilities," which was also discussed.
There will be a short afternoon session, after which the delegates will
take a trolley ride around the city.
In the evening there will be a reception at the residence of Alfred O.
Desliong, on Edgemont avenue, above
The convention will
Ninth street.
close tomorrow about noon. In the
afternoon the delegation will take a
steamboat ride on the Delaware river,
visiting league Island navy yard.
The annual banquet will be in the
evening.

SEGAL AND OTHERS ARE
UNDER ARREST
Philadelphia,
Sept. 5. Warrants
were Issued today against Adolph Segal, who borrowed more tuan $5,000,-00from the Real Estate Trust company on insufficient securities, William V. North, treasurer of the Real
Estate Trust company, and Marshall
S. Collingwood, assistant treasurer,
charging .them with conspiracy, embezzlement and false returns to the
state banking department. The ac-- ,
cused men waived the formal service
of the warrants and gave bail, Segal
for $2ii,imii) and the others for tio.fioo
each.
The loss by failure of the company,
it Is estimated, will exceed $10,000,000
before the receiver finishes his investigations.
0

New Orleans, Sept. 5. The existence of a Junta, which is collecting
funds and supplies for a revolution
to be started simultaneously In the
five Central American republics, was
announced today by Don Angel
who says his mission here is
to collect funds for the revolution in
Honduras, wnere his cousin, Pollcar-p- i
Honllla, will lead the Insurgent
forces.

o,

Haiti Has Spasm.
Cape Haitien, Sept. 5. A messenger, who arrived here today from
Santo Domingo, brought news that the
Dominican insurgents, who had been
besieging Monte Cristl, on the north
coast of Santo Domingo, are said to
have been defeated end put to flight
TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
later they attacked the town of
HOLDING CONVENTION.
and the government forces
Toronto, Ont., Sept. 5. The Canadian Independent Telephone associa- were compelled to seek refuge in the
them
tion is holding its annual convention fort where thev are deciding
at the City hall here today. The at- selves with commendable courage.
tendance is unusually large and nearly every Independent telephone com- LARGE INCREASE IN EARN- INGS OF SMELTING COMPANY
pany In the Dominion is represented
Vpm Virlr Ct.t
A. thfl annual
by delegates. There are now nearly
of the American Smelting &
telephone meeting
a hundred independent
nenmng company or Jersey city tosystems In Canada, having several day,
the retiring directors were rethousand shareholders, and with over elected.
The
for the year
Municipalities were 10,ltil,535,
$2ooii. imhi invested.
an increase of
are also admitted to membership.
After the payment of diviThe present war among the telephoue dends tuveu
9.7 ?iiu' f.tr
u , ...., cm.l
'
UUU tl
'.
f l,UOt,U-the
New
liruswick
companies in
and
extraordinary improvem nis anil the
Quebec,
Ontario and employes' profit sharing fund, there
recent wars in
the west have made the telephone remained a surplus for the year of
matter one of the most important $J,ti21.t;".3, an increase of $ tn".l 13.
public questions of the year. J. H.
Hoge of Cleveland, O.. the recently CHIEF JUSTICE CT THE
president, of the InternaSUPREME COURT IS DEAD
tional Telephone association, and
Derby. Lonn., tept. f. Judge David
actinir secretary of the Torrance, chief Justice of the supreme
association, are here and will address court, died today of lit art disease.
the convention this afternoon.
A FAMOUS
FRENCH
Metal Market.
AERONAUT IS DEAD
Paris. Sept. h. Alexander Tissand-er- ,
New YorK, Sept. 5. Lead and cop-l'eaeronaut, Is dead.
fatuous
the
fiiiu, unchanged.
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CENTRAL CfllffllTTEE

Congressman Keeder of Kansas
LAS VEGAS SELECTED FOR CONVENTION
Today Pours Oil on Troubled
Waters of Debate.
AND TIME SET FOR SEPTEMBER 29

Alhanv. N. V.. Sept.

v.

ELECTION

DELEGATE

SENA TORS

Strong

SWORD AND CUTS EVERYWAY

Vermont Goes Republican By In
creased Majority Lincoln Getting Ready for Bryan's Return.

lla-iie-

AND

NUMBER 215

FOR YEARS

Interstate Conference Called Senior Class Falls Far Short
By Governor Cummins of
of All Expectations and
.

SENATOR HEYEURN DRAWS

AsTdEMOGRAT
A

,

BURSUNI

EVENING. SEPTEMBER o. WOG.

ANDREWS ENDORSED

Forester PInchot Throws a

o

Run For Governor
of the State.
JEROME

WEDNESDAY

AT ITS WORK

IN NEW YORK
In

CHAIRMAN

CONGRESS IS

HUGHES ARE

NEW MEXICO.

111

The Largest and Most Enthusiastic Aleeting of Territorial
Republican Central Committee
Held In Years.
as a substitute that the apportionment
of the territory be based on the delegate vote, with the exception of Bernalillo county, and that this county be
allowed eight delegates, three more
than the apportionment would give it.
Mr. Romero was promptly on nis
feet with the statement that San Mi
guel county also had lost representation by reason of republican votes going to other than the republican candidate, and asked that San Miguel
county be allowed three additional
delegates to the next convention. The
motion of Mr. Read, as amended by
sir. jtomero, was men put to a voie
aim carrieu 10 to .
rion. H. o. Bursum Encoraea.
Mr. Spiess requested consent to in- troduce a resolution, and stated that

Pursuant to call of the chairman,
the territorial republican central committee met at 10 o'clock this morning
at the Commercial cluo, with Chair
man Bursura In the chair and C. V.

Safford as secretary.
Those Present at Meeting.
The roll call showed the following
members present either In person or
by proxies:
. S.
Strickier
Bernalillo county
and F. A. Hubbell.
Colfax J. Van Houten, proxy J.
Leahy; J. Lahy.
Dona Ana W. H. H. Llfwellyn and
H. B. Hart, proxy by Eugene Van Pat
ten.
Grant W. H. Newcomb and R. M
Turner, proxy by W. D. Murray.
Lincoln G. W. Prichard and W. S.
Brady, proxy by G. V. Prichard.
Guadalupe F. D. Morse and M. C.
de Baca, proxy by F. D. Morse.
McKlnley Gregory Page and Steve
Canavan. proxy by Gregory Page.
Mora Juan
Navarro and Steve
Burnbaum, proxy by Juan Navarro.
Otero O. G. Cady and W. D. Tipton, proxy by O. G. Cady.
Rio Arriba Alex Head and V. Jara
millo, proxy by Alex Read.
Sandoval E. M. Sandoval and E. A.
Mlera, proxies by Alejandro Sandoval,
San Juan C. V. Safford and Granville Pendleton.
Miguel Secundino
Romero,
San
proxy by Eugento Romero; John S.
Clark.
Santa Ke J. E. Lacome.
Sierra W. H. Bucher.
Socorro H. O. Bursum and Elfego

th

hood.
Mr. Prichard

offered the following
substitute:
Favor Joint Statehood.
"Be It resolved, bv the remiblican
crntrai committee, now assembled,
that we most heartily endorse and ap- prove the national administration of
Fresident Roosevelt."
A general discussion followed,
in

HON. H. O. BURSUM

Iowa Met At Des Moines.
SENATE.

MM

Won't Keep the
PERSONNEL oTmIDSHIPMEN

TIMES

DEFEATEDMIL OF PEOPLE

Expressed Through Lower House Service In the Navy Seems to Be
for Direct Election of Senators
At Discount Among Educated
By Popular Vote.
Young Americans Generally.
Des Moines,

la., Sept. 6. The In
called by Gov
ernor Cummins of this state, for the
purpose of considering and discussing
the proposition of calling a national
constitutional convention with a view
of so changing the constitution cf the
United States that it shall provide
for the election of United States senators by popular vote, opened Its session here today. The attendance is
very large and most of the states and
territories are represented by delegates, who have been appointed by
their respective governors.
Massachusetts is one of the few states not
officially represented
at the conference, but the state is by no means
without unofficial representation. Governor Cummins, who is personally
taking great interest in the matter, is
presiding at the conference, which
promises to be of great political Importance. It may result in completely
overriding the senate of the United
States and in establishing a new
method of choosing senators In spite
of the opposition of the United States
senate. The Constitution, Article 5,
provides that on the application of
the legislatures of
of the
several states, congress will call a
convention for proposing amendments
to the constitution, and these shall
become valid when they shall be rat
I fled
by the legislatures
of three- fourths of. the several states or by
conventions in three-fourthereof,
us me one or tne oiner moue 01
may be proposed by congress.
Thirty-twstates legislatures have
at different times Signified to con
gresi their desire that steps be taken
amend the constitution and prorlde
for the popular election of aonators.
But this is not strong enough; the
legislatures niUBt apply to and prac
tically demand of congress that a con
8titutional convention be called and
then congress will have no option in
the matter, but will be forced to grant
the request.
Nineteen states have
made this formal demand and only
twelve more are needed without Okla
homa, and thirteen with it. In five
different congresses the lower house
has voted for popular election, but in
every case the senate killed the pro
posed legislation.

terstate conference

two-thir-

rati-cati-

Baca.

Taos Malequias Martinez and T. P.
Martin.
Torrance Canuido Padllla and Wm"
Mcintosh.
Valencia Solomon Luna and Carlos
Baca, proxy by Solomon Luna.
Member-ut-Larg- e
W. H. Kerr, of
Santa Fe.
Executive committee Eugenlo Romero, proxy by Chas. A. Spiess; W.
G. Sargent; J. V. Akers. proxy by J.
E. Lacome; W. H, Newcomb, proxy by
W. D. Murray; T. D. Burns, proxy by
Alex Read; Max Frost, proxy by Wm.
Eaer; David M. White; T. B. Hart,
proxy by J. Leahy; T. S. Hubbell; W.J
l. .Munm; .n a run jjuuiuaii, proxy uy
Eugene J. 'Van Patten; H. J. Hager-maproxy by J. Leahy; Harry F.
Lee, proxy by W. B. Childers, and
Levi Hughes.
Visitors Not Admitted.
At the conclusion of the roll call
Chairman Bursura stated that as many
matters of importance would be under
Committee.
discussion by "the committee, before!
taking action he would request all
those present not members of the as the resolution referred to the chair- - which nearly every member of the
committee and not press representa- man he would ask that some one else committee took part, and expressed
tives to absent themselves from the Le called to the chair. Mr. Luna took lews, pro and con.
meeting, and at the suggestion of the the chair, and the following resolution
The substitute was voted on and the
chair quite a large number of citizens was offered, seconded and adopted:
roll call showed as follows: Fourteen
hied out of the room. Chairman Bur"Be it resolved, that we, the central in the afilrinat ive and thirty-si- x
in the
sum, before making the above reuuest. committee of the republican party of regatlve, and the chair declared the
strong
made a
arcmnnf. in favor si New Mexico, hereby congratulate the snlmtltu'e lost.
harmony, and predicting a rousing vie-- r publican party of New Mexico upon; The Luna resolution was then put
tory for the republican party at the the fact that it has in the Hon. H. O. H, the convention and It was adopted,
fall election.
bursum, chairman of this committee,
Other Business Transacted.
Convention Sept. 29.
ar able, energetic and tireless leader.
Mr Read offered a resolution, call- be;
who by his great executive ability has iug for the appointing of a committee
The chair stated that it would
In order to proceed to the fixing of so harmonized the different elementb of five to confer with a like coinmlt- time and naming of place when the In our party that today it presents a 'tee appointed by the democratic
d
convention to nominate a delegate to
front to its opposition, and we toiial central committee, looking to
the Sixtieth congress would be held.
further hereby express our complete tbt, promotion of Joint Btatehood. The
Mr. Luna moved that the ,timo for confidence In the honesty and integ- - resolution was carried by a vote of
holding the convention be the UUth of rlty of the Hon. H. O. Bursum."
411
to 8.
September, 190G. This motion was
Mr. Hubbell moved that this resolu- Mr. I.ttua made a motion that all
seconded by Mr. Van Patten and was tion bo accepted by a rising vote and county convent ions, for electing del-th- e
carried.
resolution was unanimously ailopt-- ; naies to the territorial convention,
Mr. Romero made a motion that Las '!.
.should be held at least three days be- Vegas be selected as the place foi
fore the ila'e of Die territorial conBursum Makes Response.
holding said convention. Santa Fe
mention.
Mr.
In
Bursum,
responding
to the
was named by Mr. Read and Albu
the com--" u"""n " Mr- querque by Mr. Childers. After some adoption of the resolution, said:
Ve- to
at
meet
."lioumed
loittee
fh:,ir,nnTi,.
iu. eas
discussion by the members Las Vegas adopted by
l'.toti, at 10 o'clock
'.er
2,
the
committee
is
such that
was chosen unanimously.
II am without words to express my
Apportionment Resolutions.
leellngs
time,
at this
The question of apportionment as
the basis of representation to the ter- - low"To retain the confidence of his fel-- 1 SMALL
CONVENTION
NOTES
citizens is the greatest honor that
ritorial convention was then taken up'
for,
hi.pe
high
citizen
:8iiy
can
be
he
ofHughes
Mr.
discussion
and after
or low, in social or official affairs of
fered the following:
Judge Granville Pendleton, of Aztec,
"That the representation be based' life, and the vote of confidence, corn ......
..... .... .........
.
on one delegate lor eacn lo') vutea;
n,i fraction ..ver 7". r, t in it0 l:itla" tbe "oe appreciated because all la re early this week, is in the city
It of you being fellow associates and fel- M tending the meeting of the repubelection for Delegate Andrews."
lew
which
same
committee
met
political
of
workers
the
central
lean
was seconded.
a ill fellow committeemen of the day. Judge Pendleton states that the
Mr. Childers offered an amendment
to the effect that the apportionment be republican party, are in a position to- country adjacent to Aztec is in the
finest possible condition, prosperity
on the votes east at the last general judge as to the actions of your servMgn.s
being abundant on all sides.
election for members of the council in ant. am glad
"I
that the committee feels Judge Pendleton is a member of the
t ach county, and when two members
Is a greater committee from San Juan county,
were fleeted from any one county. In satisfied; that in itself
Clement lligbtower of Capitan wa
than I could possibly rethat event the apportionment bo based compensation
1 thank
a visitor here today, attending the
on the vote of the member receiviug ceive in any other manner.
from the bottom of my heart, and publican meeting as a delegate from
the highest vo'e.
I assure you that it will be my best ef- - Lincoln county.
He brought with him
Mr. ChiKurs spoke at length in supW. S. Brady, a member
port of his amendment pleading that fi.rts to show that your confidence will the proxy of
of the central committee, which he
while the republicans did not suppint not be violated.
"Gentlemen,
thank you."
voted at today's meeting. Mr. High- the delegate that yet they were retower acted as interpreter for the
Delegate Andrews Endorsed.
anil
publicans and were repentant,
Mr. Romero offered the following
that they be allowed representation
Prichard. of Lincoln county,
resolution, ami on motion of Ml.;
lot based on the delegate vote.
Af'er much discussion by members Hughes, duly seconded, it was unani- '. the committee,
Mr. Read proposed n.ously do;jted:
(Continued on Page Five.)
i
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Endorsed at Today's Meeting of the Territorial
Republican Central
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UP TO PRESENT NUMBER

on

Annapolis, Md., Sept. S. The next
fourth class at the Naval Academy
will be the smallest at that Institution In many years, although It Is
was expected by the authorities that
it would be one of the largest. There
is beginning to be an apprehension.
that it will be difficult to fill the
fourth classes year after year.
There will be not many more than two
hundred members when all of the suc
cessful candidates are sworn in, and
it was thought that there would be at
least one hundred more. The vacan
cies left over for the next year wUI
be augmented by the places left by at
least four hundred members if all the
vacancies In the position of midshipmen are filled.
Under the new system the nomlna- ations will be made by senators and
representatives in time for examin
ation in April and June of 1907, the
same to take place under the auspices
of the Civil Service Commission in the
leading cities and towns, and the latter at the Naval Academy. It ia desired to have the classes filled up, to
the end that there may be an Increase
in the commissioned
personnel. It
the situation does not Improve next
year the authorities may consider It
worth while taking up the subject and
ascertaining for themselves why it la
that there Is a failure to get all the
places filled. Perhaps the secretary
of the nayy .will find it possible to, exercise his. right to fill the places remaining unfilled, although in this he
Is obliged to make appointments from
the distrlcts.to which the place Is accredited,
r
sue-cessi- ve

CALIFORNIA REPUBLICANS
CONVENE AT SANTA CRUZ.
Santa Crus, Calif., Sept. 6. The
state republican convention of California will meet here
The number of delegates, which are
apportioned on the basis of the vote
for Roosevelt in 1904, will be 825. San
Francisco will have 159. delegates,
Los Angeles 125, Alameda 76, Santa
Clara 34 and Sacramento 26.' A full
state ticket will be nominated and
Congressman James N. Gillett will
probably be the successful candidate
for the gubernatorial nomination.

PRESIDENT WANTS WAR SECOND OE SERIES FOR
ARTICLES CHANGED

THE ROOSEVELT CUP

Washington, D. C, Sept. 4. It Is
proposed by the president to have the
Articles of War amended. His atten
tion has been called again to the
antiquated character of the articles,
which, save for some minor changes,
made from time to time, are practically the articles of more than a
century ago. He Is especially Inter
ested in cnanges of the articles which
refer to trial by court martial of to!
unteers la time of war. The existing
articles provide that In such an event
the court must be composed of volun
teer officers entirely. During; the
employment of volunteer regiments in
Cuba and the Philippines some of the
offending volunteer officers and enlisted men were tried by courts upon
which sat regular officers. The courts
decided that the findings and sen.
fences in such instances were illegal
and those sentenced had the right to
claim redress. This has led to the
desire to have the condition changed
so as to remove the restriction from
the courts Bitting at the time when
volunteers are in service.
It will
probably be impossible to do this,
since there is an enduring sentiment
in congress against the trial of volunteers by a court composed, even to a
limited extent, of regulars. There is
the fear that something will happen
to the volunteer, and there is no hope
that only a slight modification of the
existing situation will be effected. As
for the rest of the articles of war, H
Is proposed to have them generally
overhauled and brought up to date.
The draft of such a general amendment was made at the time the general staff was organized. Col. K. H.
Crowder, now the acting Judge advocate general of the army, was the author of the proposed amendments, but
It has been considered that the time
has not arrived for attempting the
change, which will require action by
congress. The president's interest in
the subject will probably serve to
have the draft submitted to congress
In December.
In the meantime the
Judge advocate general and his assistants will carefully go over the articles
of war and draft the changes which
they consider necessary.

Marblehead, Mass., Sept. 5. The
second In the series of five international races between three American
and three German yachts, competing
for the Roosevelt Cup, Is being sailed
today off this harbor and a large number of yachts and steamers loaded
with spectators, are swarming outsldw
of the picket line of launches, stationed on the outskirts of the sailing
course, to prevent any interference
with the competing yachts. The race
is over triangular course, each leg of
long.
which is two miles and one-ha- lf
AMERICA TO THE FORE
IN THE YACHT RACES.
Marblehead, Mass., Sept. 5. The
Vim, an American yacht, won the second race of the vseries for the Roosevelt Cup.

NEW MEXICO CENSUS

TAKER IN TROUBLE
5.
Sept.
Denver,
Th
I'uited
States circuit court of appeals has remanded t lie case of Mariano F. Sena
to New Mexico supreme court with instructions to take Jurisdiction and
hear the case on its merits. Sena
Vegas of forgwas couvicte at
ing census returns vouchers.

ELECTION

OF "BLACK POPE"
IS NOW IN PROGRESS
Rome, Sept. 5. The flrsv steps in'

the election of the "Ulack Pope," or
general of the Jesuites, are now being taken. Miter a quadrlvlon of four
days of strictest seclusion, which began yesterday the final meeting will
occur for the counting of the ballots.

A

FATAL

CUTTING

AT

AN AFRICAN BOER IS VICTIM OF
AMERICAN
IN A
COWBOY
KNIFE DUEL IN BAWDY

HOUSE.

itttuiHiintif
Scial

to The Evening Citlien. 4
Socorro, N. M., Sept. 5.
iord
reached here yesterday, by tele- phone, from Magdatena, telling
of a cutting scrape which took
place in a house of
at
Magdalena, on Monday
night.
and may prove fatal to a young w
South African lioer, who had
been in the employ of J. H. fa- tion, of i--. faso, who is ranging j
some sheep in western Socorro
couuty. the cutting was done by
a cowlsjy by the name of Price.
Details of the affair could not be
barued. After giving his victim
a supposed fatal turust of the
knife. Price mounted a horse and
rode otf westward In the darkness. A posse left Magdalena,
Tuesday, In search of him.
e

nrsp to water, it cnnnoi mane nun
drink. By prosecuting all the
who signed the Vyborg
manlfoslo. M. Stolypln has rendered
rakUtktl Dally Ml Weskly ly
Will
hem ineligible for reelection.
CltUen Publishing Company heir parties consent to put forth
other candidates? The peasants are
I al rartaflU. for trajiamtaafc-- a tfcrach the letermlncd to boycott any fresh eloc- ions, since In their view the old
Finally, the
ouma legally exists.
chances are that l October the ngra- rlan war and the postponed general
trlke will break out all over Russia.
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Gypsy Smith and the State.
Ovnsv Smith, the noted Methodist
preacher, who la to spend five months
in the United States under the au- plces of the National Congregatlonnl

vangcllstlc Committee, sails from
Europe on the 25th of September. He
will spend all of October conducting a
scries of meetings In New York City,
TIHMt OF UMCWIPTION!
W.OO
te Mranea
hroughout November will conduct
Ml. an.
Mr W
M evangelistic
far mrnil par month
meetings at Treraont
M
mm.il.
ana
Far- WiM W7
Temple, Boston. December will be
Omlly by Carrier. 60c per month pent in other New England cities.
The first two weeks in January wll be
Tn trmmim Cmtm will ba daltrarad m tha spent in Chicago, and In February and
a at taa few ntt of to cnt prr mt, or for tO
March he will visit Illinois and Iowa.
paid monthly.
m mm mmmth,
In a letter to Don O. Shclton, secr
Application
Known
ca
Hide
liTirtlilog litei
etary of the National Evangelistic
Mr. Smith says: "I am
favor br notifrmv u Committee,
wlB aanfar
ft
looking forward with great expectamm Bar
of th papar.
h tion and hope to accomplish what
Id bo odd I miai i
All
m ramittmnfaa ahonCOMrAMT.
raf
PUBLIMUNO
hould be the greatest work of my
Vn paatafltc.
nonay
ordri
and oxproM
ohrrH.
Mr. Smith's ser
too ardor a tba life." Invitations for
pojoblo
to
bo
aavd.
Ml
vices, which could not be accepted
have been received from a large num
ber of the leading cities in the United
.15
Colorado
183
Aatomafia
States and Canada.
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King's Visit to Germany.
When England's relations with Ger
many are again quite normal and sat- sfactory, as they shortly will be, it
will cease to be a matter of comment
hat King Edward should visit the
German emperor. Indeed, it might
rather fe considered strange if the
king passed through German terri
tory without paying a visit to his
nephew.
There is. therefore, no cause at all
to look for special reasons to explain
so natural a proceeding, and least of
all need we imagine a conference of
sovereigns to tender advice to the
czar. As a matter of fact, the ar
rangements for this visit were made
Home Rule Is Soon to Be Es at
least three months ago, without
reference to the affairs of any other
tablished In Ireland By
state, and without any other Intention
except that of a friendly meeting be
the Liberals.
ween uncle and nephew.
A little later Mr. Haldane will go
to Germany, and also probably be the
guest of the kaiser, who .will no doubt
IS
enable him to see something of the
organization of the German army
THE VERGE OF BANKRUPTCY That also is as it should be, and the
more there is of this friendly coming
ana going or distinguished people be
tween the two countries the better it
In Natal Colony There Is Sect o will be for both.

EXCELLENT

LETTER OF

LONDONISMS

Cannibals Who Practice
This Horrible Kite.
(By Studdert Campbell.)
Special Correspondence.
London, Sept. 5. The quiescence of
the Irish party in the house of commons since the overwhelming defeat
of the unionist party and the asaump
Hon of power by the liberals has been
a remarkable and significant feature
of (he political situation. Remarkable
because it is difficult to keep your
Irish member still when there is any
game afoot, and significant because
there has been plenty of good hunting
One thing is as certain as anything
can be In politics; the Irish party has
won a victory for Ireland. But the
battle was fought and won at the
psychological moment. This was when
was
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerma- n
campaigning in 1905. it is quite an
open secret now that John Redmond
at that time received an absolute
promise from the present premier.
Just what that promise was, Redmond
has never revealed, even to his inti
mates, but he has told enough
keep his followers quiet and make it
possible for me to announce that
within the next twelve months
"modified form of home rule" will be
In effect in Ireland.
This phrase, a "modified form of
home rule," has become somewhat
backneyed, and Is used quite fre
quently by political prognosticators
who don't know what they are talking
about. 1 he fact is that control
Ireland s domestic affairs will be
placed in the hands of Irishmen, electd by Irish votes.
In a sense, thi
will be a parliament; in Met, It will
be a board, or commission. The ques
tion of the church will be eliminated
and It is hoped that educational que3
tions will be arranged between the
Protestants and Roman Catholics,
as to effectually prevent that relig
lous clash that has so far prevented
anything that bore even the semblance
of peace and good will among men in
ireianu.
I am, in fact, informed that the
agreement has already been reached
and that the Roman Catholics have
promised to keep hands off, receiving
in return certain concessions. At any
rate, the new day has dawned for Ireland, and a country that has been
cursed by discontent and confused by
the haze of misrepresentation will become the best part of the United
Kingdom. Estates that have run
down through neglect and poverty will
be restored, and the Irish people who
have left their own land to seek their
fortunes in the west will trun their
faces once more to the little green
island where the sun of prosperity is
bhlnlng.
A Scotch Parliament.
The outcome of all this will certainly be a demand for a parliament
for Scotland. The bill has been
and Mr. Perle, liberal member
lor the northern division of Aberdeen,
takes it very seriously.
Mr. Perie, like many members of
the liberal government, demands local
self government for England. Ireland,
Scotland and WaleB. The bill provides for a blngle chamber, to deal
with purely Scotch legislation. It
will be defeated, but I am told that
the Scotch question Is likely to
very acute before the present
parliament is prorogued.
pie-pare-

Cannibals in Natal.
It seems almost incredible, but
there exists at present in the colony
or Natal a sect of natives who are
addicted to cannibalism. Thanks to
the strictness of magisterial super
vision, they rarely have an opportunity of gratifying their vile longing for
human flesh.
The cannibals live in the valley of
the Umkomaas river, some distance
from Richmond, the scene of the murder of Inspector Hunt, In the early
part of the year, and are known as
Mswelanboya."
A recent trial of three "witch doc
tors" in Natal for the murder of some
young native girls disclosed the existence of this terrible offense, but the
evidence was unfortunate!- - insufficient to convict them. Eating certain
portions of the human body is rec
ommended as a cure for several dis
eases.

Invalids
Tourists and

Young Whitney's Grouse Moors.

Harry Payne Whitney, the
New York millionaire, who
some years ago acquired the grouse
moors at Holwick, has arrived there
for a fortnight's shooting. He was
accompanied by a party of American
sportsmen, including John Harriman,
cousin of the E. H. Harriman, the railway "king." . Mr. Whitney recently
spent 100,000 pounds on his estate and
residence at Holwick castle.
well-kno-

APPOINTMENTS

BY

GOV.

l esterday afternoon Governor Ha- german made the following appoint
ments:
Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe,
member of the board of territorial
penitentiary
vice
commissioners,
Louis Ilfeld, resigned.
Frank W. Clancy of Albuquerque,
member of the board of regents of
the University of New Mexico, to succeed himself, his term of office having expired.
Robert C. Gortner of Santa Fe, ap
pointed district attorney at the capital, vice E. C. Abbott, resigned. Under the terirtorial statute the district
attorney at Santa Fe is also assistant
attorney general. Heretofore Mr. Gortner has been associated with Hon.
Thomas B. Catron in the practice of
law.
Attorney Abbott is at present
with the New Mexico rifle team at
Sea Girt. N. J.

5c 3 for 10c
at

WANTED A waiter "or waitress
Vendome hotel.
girl ana
VKAMTtn
nininir room
chambermaid. Apply at coiumous
Sold by tba
hotel
"
. T,
WANTED VVonian wants posiuon.
pan
oi
Can coon, or do second work
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
th dav. Address M, Citizen omce.
Woman to do plain cookWANTED
205 East Railroad Ave. '
ing and general house work Mat
thew's Jersey Dairy.
WANTED A middle aged woman to
ALYARADO PHARMACY
renovate bedding for roomingnouse.
at Mrs. Williams, 311 West Sil
Call
First St. mad Cold Avobuo
ver avenue
WANTED Clerk for general mer
chandise store; must speak Spanish with good recommendation. Address S., this office.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. uooa
cook.
wages. Must be first-claFull Set of Teeth
ff
$6
German or Swede preferred. AdGold Crown
U
$1.50 up mfi
dress O. K. N. Citizen office.
Gold Filling
W WANTED Gentlemen's second-han- d
50c
Palnles Extracting
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTEDGentlemen boarders on
For
if nch; ideal location for health.
particulars address Box 84. No
careless Invalids wanted.
WANTED A German girl wants position as cook or to do general
housework. References given. ApB. F. COPP.
West Railroad '
ply at No. 321
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

f

Furniture, pianos, urgans, uorsea.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
r.
timmTTaW T"
i vn TT
oal,ajvijco atxu
njimnuuoo
as
as
iow
y m
ucifia,
"6"
izuu, Loans are quickly made end
strictly private. Time: One- month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reason-

FOR RENT.
house.
FOR RENT Nice, three-rooIves, the florist.
FOR RE.nT Elegant furnished rooms
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Large pleasant, furnish- . room; bath, electric light. Reasonable. 418 West Silver avenue.
FOR REN T Pleasant front rooms for
Rent reasonable
housekeeping.
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue;
FORRENT Saloon In good location
and everything
In city; fixtures
ready for business, Apply to Con- solldated Liquor Co.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
at the Mineapolis house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
in ParK
FOR RENT Apartments
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. lllton, room 1
Grant Block.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.

7 12

0

6

Batteries: Clarkson and Thomas;
Glaze and Carrigan.
R. H. E.
Second game
1
5
New York
0 3
Boston
Batteries: Orth and Thomas; Glaze
and Armbruster.
R. H. E.
At Detroit
3 10
Detroit
2
4 10
St. Louis
Batteries: Slever and Schmidt; Powell and O'Connor.
R. H. E.
At Washington
3 5 1
Washington
10 10 0
Philadelphia
Smith, Hardy, Kltson
Batteries:
and Warner; Bender and Schrek.
Dineen,

National League.
R. H. E.
At Boston
6 12 2
Boston
11 12 3
New York
Young.
Batteries:
Needham and
O'Nell; McGinnlty, Ferguson, Bresna-ha- n
and Smith.
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
1
4 1
Cincinnati
Chicago
3 8 2
Batteries: Ewing and Schlel; Overall and Kling.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
2 6 5
Brooklyn
6 8 0
Philadelphia
Batteries: Stricklett and Bergen;
Lush and Donovan.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
6 11 1
Pittsburg
1
8 1
St. Louis
Batteries: Hildebrand and Phelps;
Thomas and Marshall.
Western League.
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
9 10 2
Lincoln
7 10 3
Sioux City
Mallory and Rogers;
Batteries:
Jarrott and Freese.
R. H.E.
At Pueblo
0 7 4
Denver
4
9 1
Pueblo
Wright and Zalnsky;
Batterlesr
Henley and Renlker.
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
Des

0

Moines

2
8

4
1

Mc- -

American Association.

At Columbus

Columbus
Indianapolis
At LouiBvllle

2

0

Toledo

5
0

At St. Paul
St. Paul

0

IxHilsville

uis-orde- rs

FOR THE BLOOD
The demand (or S. 5?. S. has steadily increased since it was first placed
on the market until it is now recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers.
It has won its way to success because IT CURES DISEASE and
there are few homes where "S. S. S. for the blood" is not a household saying.
As the blood is the very life of the body, nourishing and supplying strength
to every part, disease in some form is sure to follow when it becomes contaminated. Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Boils, Pimples and the various skin affections
are due to an over-aciand impure blood-supplRheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Chronic Sores and I'lcers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all
deep seated blood diseases and will continue to grow worse and more dangerous as long as the impurities and poisons which produce them remain in the
blood. In all blood disorders S. S. S. has proven itself a perfect remedy, and
well earned the right to be called the greatest of all blood purifiers. It goes
down into the circulation and forces out all noisons. imuurities. humors,
and unhealthy matter, and makes this
rich, pure and
S. S. S. reaches inherited blood taints and 60 enriches the circulation that diseases of years standing are permanently cured. It contains no
harmful minerals and is nature's real Llood purifier. Book on the blood and
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
d

life-strea-

health-sustainin-

.safe

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

"'3S7F"il
Solomon Lnna,

President;

Cro-awe-

LOTS

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA

For Sale By
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...... awn.M
H. W. rLOURNOT
FRANK Mckjcb
R. A. FROST
. ,. . . mm
...
B. F. HAYMOW! . . .
JOSTTTJA

BASHINSKY

ESTATE

205 West Gold

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

&

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR3
V?. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, S
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
ll

RANCHES

BACON

-

Facilities.

of tesmsssQ
&4Mqiii!S5qp:5 Mm life!
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REAL ESTATE
HOUSES

DEPOSI

MfeaTaaanii
With Ample Means 4nd Unsurpassed

Call and see us before

m

H.'H.E.

SAVINGS

I

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship
tickets to and from all
v
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

lr fj

ON

XT'

A

able.

ALLOWED

La

Gn

ss

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

INTEREST

MONEY to LOAN
,

CrCOO0001

4
Omaha
Batteries: Cicottl and Wolfe;
Neely and Gondlng.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

8
Milwaukee
WILL RETURN TO
At Minneapolis
SCHOOL OF MINES
2
Minneapolis
Joe Hilton. O. D. Robbins, T. B.
0
and K. A. Strand, last year's Kansas City
School of Mines students, who have
Cut this out and take it to any drug
spent their sunimer vacation in gaining actual experience in mining at store and get a free sample of ChamUisbee, Ariz., ure expected io return berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
any
to the city on or about the lith of These tablets are far superior tomore
September to resume their work at pills, being easier taken and
the school, says the Chieftain. Mr. pleasant in effect. They correct bowof the stomach, liver and
Kveiheart bad the misfortune of having to spend a little of his time in a els. All druggists.
hospital, a vicitim of malarial fever.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.

he-co-

The Outlook in Russia.
The rumor that M. Stolypln propones to hold the elections for the
next doutna in November appears to
have interested the 1oudon Stock Exchange, as no doubt It was meant to
do. Russia is nearer to bankruptcy
than at any moment in the last few
years and her recent escapes have
been both narrow and numerous and
doubtless the bureaucracy will attempt to juggle once more with the
promise ( a douma.
It does not follow, even !f the elections began in November and could be
forced through, that the new douma
would meet before the appointed date
In the second place,
In March.
though the government may bring the

HAGERMAN

-

wlio are
of people
'Neccessary to Your Prosperity

School Children

0

ALBUQUERQUE

Uia Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
with maracs and addresses

ror

Boston

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

you?
of the man who fhouid be working for
money?
you
hgladly
lend
irouid
of the man
ulJ like to buy your horse?
of the moti '.vho
your business
of the man who would buy an Interest In
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
bicycle?
of the man who would buy your old

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

American League.
At Boston
New York

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRE55

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

- -
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Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

AntkMrhs4 Capital
Pal4 Up Oaf4UL Brptau aad PrafMa

CARDS

DpoKory tor Atchiaoa,

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. W., Washington, D. C.
lands, patents, copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

Topeka,

0mU

V

Railway Ooar

F street

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

STATE NATIONAL BAh

Albuquer
National

ALBUQUERQUE,

E. W. Dobson.

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
rCR SALE.
mall.
S
FOR SALE Family horse. See H.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Knight.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
FOR SALE EVeganTTinabe pFaholh hours. 8:30 a. m., to 12:J p. m.: 1:30
perfect condition. Apply 512 South p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Broadway.
polntments made by mall.
FOR SALE Furniture of five room
PHYSICIANS.
house, call at 114 South Arno street
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4.
DR. R. L. HUST. .
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
FOR SALE My general store. Rare
Tuberculosis
treated with High
chance for someone to secure an
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Address
established business.
M., Pueblitos, N. M.
Germicide. Treatments given each
r'OU SAE Bicycle and general re- - day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
pair shop with fine set of tools; nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
good paying business.
UNDERTAKER.
Porterfield
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo.. Red 115
A handsome llardman
FOR SALE
A. BORDERS.
piano, in fine condition and almost Commercial
Club Building. Black
new, at a bargain.
For particu
and White Hearse, 15.
lars, oall at this office
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE Fresh cider every day at
30 cents, a gallon.
Order Colorado
Spencer
F. W.
and V. O. Wallingtelephone. Black 252-or Albers ford. Rooms
Barnett building,
Bros.' Dairy wagons. L. U. Albers, Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
1930 South Railroad avenue.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE Five Jersey milk cows,
15 Jersey heifers, a
and
J. R. Farwell.
one Jersey bull; relgstered stock
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
also nouse for rent. 1500 South
NOTARY PUBLIC.
John street.
bOli SALti A well established gen- Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
eral merchandise store, doing good
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 West
business, in good country town; Gold avenue.
good reasons
for selling; store
RODERICK STOVE.-t-, E. E.
building and dwelling for rent or
sale. P. u. box 218.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
rooms, all newly furnished, 906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
painted and papered. The best pay matic 'phone, 179.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
otfer acceptable. Call or address C,
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House
H. R. WHITING,
Albuquerque, N. M.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
FOR SALE General
merchandise
Bank building.
' National
business on the El Paso and SouthAlbuquerque, N. M.
western In eastern New Mexico,
Examiner and abstracter of land
stock iis.ooo to xzo.ooo. Fine op titles, including those of Spanish and
portunity for right party. Can ex Mexican origin.
plain good reason for selling.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
callty healthiest In New Mexico. Ad
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
predress Inquiries to this paper.
pared to give thorough scalp treatLOST.
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
nails. She
LOST A National bicycle; was taken bunions and Ingrowing
from Elks' opera house yesterday, gives massage treatment and manicurAny one finding same will please ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
return to store of Weiller &, Ben of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
jamin.
IX)ST A bundle of clothes.
Finder and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
nlennw return to John Martinez Ba
and prevents dandruff and hair
relas, or to Citizen office, and re cures
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
ceive reward.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Also a face powder, a freckle
A Jamaican Lady Speaks Highly of hair.
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su All of the.se preparations are pureiy
perlntendent of Cart Service at King vegetable compounds. Have Just adston, Jamaica, West Indies Islands, ded a vibrator machine for treatment
says that she has for some years used of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
Cough Remedy for It is also used for rheumatism, pains
Chamberlain's
coughs, croup and whooping cough and massage
and has found it very beneficial. She
Well Worth Trying.
has implicit confidence In it and would
W. II. Brown, the popular pension
not be without a bottle of it in he
attorney, of Pittsfield, Vt., says: Next
home. Sold by all druggists.
to a pension, the best thing to get U
writes:
rtlUANQWGMEN. Dr. King's New Life Pills. Hesplendid
my family in
"They
keep
'.
I
i
foronaatural
Htfc
Jh. :)2i
fl"'1'--In I Ut
tin us,
Quick cure for Headache,
Y
t
t. ..1
It I ,'l"in r l.i rit.iuru health."
25c.
Constipation and Biliousness.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
r"
r

.
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$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

A

Ca..

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

00 ,r(buttl,-w.7tCircular! caul Mt mtuaak

.

o

"Even some people of limited words

say things ye dou't care

ter

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
are simply a "terra incognita" to the
man who never trlid them. If we fit
up a bath-tufor you as it should be
equipped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
eummer days and night will make you
our friends lor life. Ask us about
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
b

Standard Plumbing andiHeating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.

0000
L. B, PUTNEY

1873.

0

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

?

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE."

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
1U

lUt

OUULU f CPl.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Of000
J. C. BALDRIDGE

M.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERjIAN WILLIAMS PAINT Covers more, Iocs best, wears the

longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock, plaster, Lime, Cement, Palct,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW VEX.
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PHYSICIAN

CITY

MAKESJIS
City

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

IN REGARD TO TYPHOID FEVER
In-

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

At yesterday's meeting of tne city
council Uty Physician Cams submitted reports for ..he months of July
and August. He also took up the
matter of the contamination of the
water of shallow wells in the city,
which, according to a lengthy report
of an expert chemist. "F. T. B. Fest,
M.D., of Las Vegas, to wnom a sani-ti!nf tha water from Matthew's
Dairy wells was submitted, is full of
the typhoid bacillus.
Wells Were Contaminated. .
"Ii was brought to our notice,'
said the city physician, "that a num
ber of the typhoid patients were users
of Matthew's milk, and while the milk
seemed all right, the water, according
to the ulove report, was contaminat
ed. I at once ordered Mr. Matthew to
discontinue the use of the water in
the wells.
To Make Full Report.
"Prof. Weinzirl gave me a verbal
report stating that he found Mat
thews' well and also the city water to
he perfectly free from contamination
He promised to have an official report
In at this meeting, but I nave not ree
ceived any as yet. He Is making
typnoid has been reported and
where hyphoid has been reported and
will report to me when his teBts are
completed."
The city chemist later submitted to
the council the complete detailed report of 'ins work up to date stating
that the investigation is not yet finished.
Recommendations Made.
From the Las Vegas chemist's report, it is evident that some of tne
shallow wells In the city are decidedly full of the typhoid causing germs,
and, altnough the city chemist reports
"no contamination," on samples of
the same water that Dr. Fest says is
full of typhoid bacillus. Dr. Cams
deemed it advisable to have the following rules made a part of the health
laws:
The city physician recommends that
all excreta from typhoid patients be
disinfected with quick lime and buried
a hundred yards from any house or
water supply; that all sputum be collected in antiseptic cups and burned;
that all dishes be kept separate and be
disinfected after using with boiling
water of a 5 per cent solution of formalin; that sheets and pillowslips and
bed clothing which becomes soiled be
thorougnly disinfected; and tiiat ail
remnants of food taken from the sick
room be at once burned.
Filet Are Dangerous.
A very Important recommendation
Is that the patient be protected thoroughly from flies as flies are a dangerous means of infection by carrying
germs from articles infected by a sick
person to the food of those living near.
All excreta should likewise be protected irora flies, the same to apply to
soiled bedding and dishes. To remove
or prevent infection ell garbage and
refuse must be removed or cleaned up
with
and the premises disinfected
lime.
Other Recommendations.
The list of recommendations closes
with the following:
Rule 10. Bach and every physician
located or practicing in the City of
Albuquerque who shall know or suspect that any person whom he or she
is called upon to visit, or who comes
or is brought to him or her for examination, is suffering from or is afflicted, with cholera, smallpox, (varioloid)
diphtheria, diptheretic
or (variola),
oroup, membraneous croup, scarlet lexer, typhoid fever, typhus fever, yelfelow fever, epidemic cereliro-splna- l
ver, relapsing fever, or leprosy, shall
forthwith make report in writing or
upon blanks to be furnished for that
purpose of the city physician, which
said report shall, over his or her signature, state the name pf the disease,
and the name, age, and sex of the person suffering therefrom and shall also set forth by street and number, or
otherwise, sufficiently designate the
house, room or other place in wuicn
said person may be located, together
with such other information relative
thereto as may ue deemed important
by said city physician.
Rule 11. Any person violating any
of the provisions of these rules or violating or refusing or neglecting to
obey any or the rules and regulations
or orders made in accordance with
these rules for the prevention, suppression and control of dangerous,
contagious and infectious diseases by
the city board of health or city physician shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be subject to a fine of not
less than $25 nor more than 1100.00
or Imprisonment In the county Jail for
not more than SM) days.
Respectfully submitted,
o

fur-wher-

French, one Hungarian, one German
and two negroes. There were twenty
cases of Infectious diseases reponeu
during the month, fourteen of which
were typhoid fever, and six were
measles, with no deaths. Consumption claimed one; malnutrition, one;
accidental
burn, one;
pneumonia,
one; Cystitis, one;
one; ruptured intestine, one; cholera
Infantum, two; cerebral hemorrahage,
one; stab wound,
gunshot
one;
cerebro-meningltl-

wound, two.

Births.
The total number of births reported was twenty-five- .
Qt these
fourteen were male and eleven feTwenty-tnremale.
were white and
two were black. There were thirteen
of American decent, eight of Mexican, one Canadian, one Italian, one
Russian and one German.
General Duties.
All cases of smallpox were dismissed cured on July 4, and pest
house closed. I made i- -J visits to
the indigent poor, attended two char
ity confinement cases and sent six
cnarity cases to St. Joseph's hospital.
Receipts.
139.00
Receipts
3.00
Fumlgai.ng
Death and transit permits ..... Za.00
e

167.00

iOtal
Stamps
Medicine
nished

Disbursements.

.24

V

dressing

and

fur6.0U

'

Total

I

5.-

-

City physician's net revenue. .)61.76
Report for August.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 1, 1906.
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of Council,
Gentlemen:
I have the lionor to transmit
to
you the following report for the
month of Aungust, 1906:
Mortality.
Total number of deaths from all
causes was eighteen. Four
were under one year of age. Of the
decedents nine were Americans, flv
were Mexicans, two Canadians, one
French, and two Australian. There
were twenty-fou- r
cases of Infectious
diseases reported during the month,
all of wnlch were typhoid fever, with
one aeatn.
Constipation
claimed
three; appendicitis, two; premature
birth, one; meningitis, two; tetanic
convulsions, one; cancer, one; heart
disease, one; acute Indigestion, one;
unknown, four ad pneumoia, one.
Births.
The total number of births reported was twelve. Of these seven
were female and five male. Eleven
were white and one was black. There
were eight of American descent, one
Mexican, one Irish, one Italian and
one Russian.
Meeting of Board of Health.
A special meeting of the board ol
health was held at the office of .the
secretary at 3 o'clock, p. m., August
4,
1906.
Members present were:
Mayor Frank AlcKee, president, in
the chair; J. P. Pearce, M. D.; W. H.
Wroth, M. D.; D. H. Cams, M. D.,
secretary.
Respecttuuy submitted,
D. H. CARNS,

M. D.

City Physician.

RIFLE SHOOTING CONTEST
BEGINS AT SEAGIRT, N. J.
Sea Girt, N. J., Sept. 5. The team
rifle shooting contest under the auspices of the National lioard for the
Promotion of Rifle Practice and the
matches of the National Rifle association began here yesterday
with
a large attendance and an unusually
large number of contesting teams
The conditions for the shoot are practically the same as last year, ex
cepting that the rapid fire at 600 ydB.
has been eliminated and there will
only be one skirmish run instead of
two.

EXCURSION

FROM NEW
YORK TO GETTSBURG
N.
Sept. 5. A special

Snastota,
train with the veterans of the Sev
enty-sixt- h
and the 157th New York
Infantry and the Tenth New York
Lavalry and a large number of ex
cursionists started from here at 6
o clock yesterday
for Gettysburg,
where the veterans and other excur
sionists will pay a visit to the his
toric battlefield and other points of
merest.
Most or the excursionists
will remain In Gettysburg and vicinity for several days before they return to their homes.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

M. D.

City Physician.
Albuquerque,, New mexlco.
Dr. Carns submitted the following
reports tor the months of July and
Aligns'
Report for July.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 1, 1906.
To the llouorable Mayor and Mem
hers of Council.
Gentlemen :
1
have the honor to transmit
to
you the following reiort for the
month of July,
Mortality.
Total numler of deaths from all
.
twenty-twocauses was
Four of these
wire Infants unuer 1 year of age. Of
the decedents, twelve were Ameri
cans, five were Mexicans, one was
:

lit:

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shop is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, whore I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

c m leslow, faded nnd worn?
ion isn'tsmouth;iiultraiiSiari.'nt .': you
would like it to
use IlAi'.A.VS
HALM.
No woman mvd U,!:
old and worn who will use tiiis delightful liquid Ijeatititier. Harmless, iiistautly
apjilad and impossible to detect.
MAG-NOM-

make known

Mexico,

representation to which
and district shall be encouncil and house ot repuntil otherwise changed
law; and
I do turther proclaim and
require
tnat all public officers shall strictly
observe and enforce the same in all
elections hereafter to be Held In this
territory for the election of members
of the council and house of representatives of the territory
of New
shall be the
each county
titled in the
resentatives
according to

TION REAPPORTIONING TERRITORY

For Legislative
County Will Have One Member
of Upper House and Two Lower.
Representation-Berna-lil- io

Mexico.
Done at

the executive

office

the fourth day of September,

this,
A. D.

19ot.

(Seal)
Witness my hand and the great seal
of the territory of New Mexico.
H. J. HAGERMAN,
By the Governor:

SANDOVAL ATTACHED TO SANTA FE COUNTY
AND MCKINLEY TO VALENCIA COUNTY
Late yesterday afternoon Governor
Hagerman Issued a proclamation reapportioning the territory for legislaBernalillo countive representation.
ty, under the new order of things, will
be known as council district No. 7 and
entitled to one representative In the
upper house of the legislative assembly, and as the twenty-firs- t
house of
representative district with two
members.
Sandoval county, under .iie reapportionment, is attached to Santa Fe
county, and McKlnley Is added to Va
lencia county.
The proclamation reads as follows:
Reapportionment Proclamation.
Whereas, It Is provided by the organic net establishing the territory of
New Mexico that an apportionment
shall be made as nearly equal as practicable among the several counties and
districts for the election of the council and house of representatives, giving to each section of the territory,
representation in the ratio of its population, as nearly as may be, and further, that after the first apportionment the time, place and manner of
holding and conducting all elections
by the people and the apportioning
the representation in the several counties or districts to the council end
house of representatives, according to
population, Bi.H'.i be prescribed by law,
and
Whereas, By an act of tue legislative assembly entitled "An act to fix
the time and mode of apportioning the
council and house of representatives
of the legislative assembly of the territory of New Mexico, ' approved January 26, 1860, it is provided thaft
thereafter, at the first session of the
legislative assemoly after the census
shall have been taken In conformity
with the laws of the United States and
every ten years thereafter, It shall be
incumbent upon said legislative assembly to apportion the members of
the council and liouse of representatives, as near as practicable to the
different counties according to the organic act of this territory, and that,
if the legislature should fail or refuse
to make such apportionment, then
and in that case, it shall ue the duty
of the governor io apportion the members of the council and house of representatives, as nearly as practicable,
to the different counties, according to
the organic law of this territory and,
thirty days previous to the next ensuing electron, to issue his proclamation
for said election according to thp
apportionment by him so made; and
Whereas, The then governor of the
territory did not make such apportionment after the said legislatures failed
to do so; and
Whereas, The present apportionment is now manifestly unjust and inequitable to tne citizens of a large
portion Oi t.ie territory;
Be it known, therefore, tnat I. H.
J. Hagerman, governor oi ew Mexico, by virtue of said act of the legislative assembly and in pursuance of the
organic law, do apportion the representation among the counties of said
territory, In the council and house of
representatives, as follows:
There shall be twelve council districts, each one of which shall be
to one member of the council.

and proclaim

that the apiortlonment herein made

GOVERNOR ISSUES PROCLAMA-

J.

3. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gloml,

Consolidated

e

j

The thirteenth district shall consist
of Socorro county.
The fourteenth district shall consist
of Socorro and Sierra counties.
The fifteenth district shall consist
of Grant and Luna counties.
I he sixteenth
district shall consist
of Dona Ana and Otero counties.
The seventeenth district shall consist of Grant, Luna, Dona Ana ad
Otero counties.
The eighteenth district shall consist of Lincoln and Chaves counties.
The nineteenth district shall consist
of Lincoln, Chaves, Eddy and Rooso-vel- t
counties.
The twentieth district shall consist
of san Miguel county and shall be
to thref members.
The twenty-firs- t
district shall consist of Bernalillo county, and Bhall
be entitled to two members.
I do hereby, as governor of
New

A GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. 8CHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
,
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
"
BREWERIES.

5
Sandoval, 3,6 6 votes; Bernalillo,
votes; Valencia and McKlnley,
2,156 votes; Socorro and Sierra, 3,550
votes; Grant, Luna and Dona Ana,
4,056 votes; Otero, Lincoln and Torrance, 3,552 votes; Eddy, Chaves and
Roosevelt, 3,035 votes. The unit for
each council district is 3,584.
The house districts wilt be as follows: Colfax, 2,803 votes; Union, 1,673
votes; Taos, 1,887 votes; Mora, 2,341
votes; uiora and Colfax, 5,144 v.otes;
Rio Arriba, 3,081 votes; iuo Arriba
and San Juan, 3.926 votes; San Miguel, three, 4,884 votes; Guadalupe
and Quay, 1,968 votes; Santa Fe,
votes; banta Fe and Sandoval,
3,775 votes; Bernalillo,
two, 3,415
votes; Valencia, 1,827 votes; Valencia,
McKinley and Torrance, 2,951 votes;
Socorro, 2,735 votes; Socorro and Sierra, 3,550 votes; Grant and Luna,
2,241 votes; Dona Ana and Otero,
votes; Grant, Luna, Dona Ana anu
Otero, 5,470 votes; Lincoln and Chaves, 3,161 votes, and Lincoln, Chaves,
Eddy and Roosevelt, 4,348 votes. The
unit for each house district Is 1,792
votes.
4

,

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to m tlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from tne best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In-- the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

9

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,

REAPING BENEFIT.
From the Experience of Albuquerque
People.
We are fortunate Indeed to be able
to profit by the experience of our
neighbors. The public utterances of
Albuquerque residents on the following subject will Interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
statement.
'Tls emphatic and convincing. No better proof can be had.
C. O. Lott, for ten years station
master In Albuquerque, now retired
from active cares of life, residence
315 North Arno street, snys: "I had
attacks of backache stretching over
a period of three years. Oue of them
occurred shortly before Doan'a Kidney Pills came to my notice and I
went to a drug store for a box. I
knew the cause of my trouble arose
rrom imperrect action or tne kidneys
because of the behavior of the kidney
secretions and their condition fully
proved It, but what to do to check
the trouble was a mystery. Doan's
Kidney Pills effectively stopped the
dlcfflulty.
it every one In Albuquer
que receives the great benefit I did
from that remedy, kidney complaint.
backache and trouble with the kidney
secretions will cease to exist In this
vicinity."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan'B and
63
take no other.
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BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkola Rooting

First and Marquette

Albtfqoerqoe, New Mexico
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to those who are anxious to hare a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit

and

Jwe

Ga Range No.
Terms, $5 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
922.50.
Terms, 5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser ot a range will
be" given, tree, one year's suoscrlp-no- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good ' Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional otter will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

will cure Hllnd,

lulling

(21.00.

PIltH. liabsnrlmllietumora.
ttiiuyn ins lusoiiiK at once, acts
lim a noulLlra. uivi-liutnnt ra.
lift. Dr. VVilliuma'lnftiaiil'iieUint-nmn- t
i nrenared for Piles and lu h.
Inn nf the privata purl. Kvery box la
wurraniea. iiy aruvgiM, cy mull on
of priix. i.d ctiula and MM). WILLI1MS

I

62-1-

25-1-

Prop, nevelaml.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

lUNUFACTURING CO..

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.

L

--

4v , ..'V

Co.

Secretary of New Mexico.

iff

V

Treasurer.

Liauor

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Vote of Counties.
Colfax and Union, 4,476 votes; Taos
first council district shall con- and Mora, 4.2- -j votes; Rio Arriba and
vOlfax and Union counties.
San Juan, 3,926 votes; San Miguel,
second council district shad 4,884 votes; San .Miguel, Quay and
of Taos and Mora counties.
Guadalupe, 6,852 votes; Santa Fe and

The
sist of
The
consist
The third council district shall consist of Rio Arriba and San Juan counties.
The fourth ' council district shall
consist of San Miguel county.
The flith council district shall consist of San Miguel, Quay and Guadalupe counties.
The sixth council district shall consist of Santa Fe and Sandoval counties.
The seventh council district shall
consist of Bernalillo county.
The eighth council district shall
alencia and McKlnley
consist of
counties.
The ninth council district shall consist of Socorro and Sierra counties.
The tento council district shall consist of Grant, Luna and Dona Ana
counties.
The eleventh council district shall
consist of Otero, Lincoln and Torrance
counties.
The twelfth council district shall
consist of Eudy, Chaves and Roosevelt
counties.
House of Representative Districts.
There shall be twenty-onhouse of
representative districts. Ot these the
following nineteen districts shall each
oe entitled to one member of the
house of representatives.
The first district shall consist of
Colfax county.
The second district shall consist of
'
Union county.
The third district shall consist of
Taos county.
The fourth district shall consist of
Mora county.
The flub district shall consist of
Colfax and Mora counties.
The sixth district shall consist of
Rio Arriba county.
The seventh district shall consist of
Rio Arriba and San Juan counties.
The eighth district shall consist of
Guadalupe and Quay counties.
The ninth district shall consist of
Santa Fe county.
The tenth district shall consist of
Santa Fe and Sandoval counties.
The eleventh district snail consist
of Valencia county.
The twelfth district shall consist of
Valencia, McKnley
and Torrance-counties- .

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Vice President.

W. RAYNOLDS.
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CORNER 4th AND GOLD

O'REILLY & CO.
J. isH. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS'

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

wd,. t ,f V
-
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NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.

CORONADO TENT CITY
CORONAOO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

peun.-

A..M
If your

First National Bank Building

O. BAMBINI.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 216 Va South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whol
show for a
-.

Does your face
look fresh,

THREE

ot

mends Health Laws

D. H. CARNS,

PAGE

Five years from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
of the city.
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-fointerest, and you will double your money

Recom-

City Chemist Will Make Full
vestigation of Wells and
Report Later.

CITIZEN.

A "Free Auto Ride to University Heights!

REPORT

Concerning Contamination of
Wells-Al- so

EVENING

"To Cure A Felon,"
says Pam Kendall, of I'hillipsburg,
-Kan., just cover it over with lluck-U'li- 's
Arnica Salve and the Salve will
do the ri'st."
Quieke.st
cure for
Hums, Sores, SculJs, Wounds, I'i'es,
Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 2jC
at all druggists.
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
If you want results la advertising

ASK ANY

:.';. ;:'.ice to spend your hummer vacation. Furnished tents and
;ttu:s icr lent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cook-- y
i c1.'! get your ine:ils at the restaurant.
z

oa ting

Bathing

Fishing

Music

.rji'.u'.ing Kites for tents and cottages, railroad'fares, etc.

AGENT

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
&
read.

0

PAGE FOLP.
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Published Daily and Weekly.

8

The Citizen Publishing Company

8
NEW YORK CITY g

NEW SKYSCRAPERS
IN

President.

6, 1906,

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

THE JAFFA

0CrtXCCK000CK

Some of the new constructions ate worth special
mention. The Hudson & Manhattan company's tunnel
I ne
terminal Is without doubt Uie most reinnrkable.
REDISTRICTED
TERRITORY
station will be underground, extending two blocks In
on the west side of Church direct, from Corthindl
length
redlsGovernor Haxrman, as was anticipated, has
y
to Dey. Over the station will be two
counpurposes
The
trlcted the territory for legislative
office buildings, separated by Dey street. The terminal,
ell will consist of twelve districts, Of these S:m Miguel including the twin superstructures, will cost $10,000,- 000. U will be perhaps the most frequented spot down
county will alone constitute the fourth district, and
county alone will constitute, the seventh. The town. The tunnel railway will have a carrying capacity of 19,200 passengerg an hour each way, and the ofother ten districts are composite. Six of the ten disfices over the terminal will contain a day population
tricts will each be composed of two counties, being the equal to that of a good-sizetown'.
first, second, third, sixth, eighth and ninth districts. The
The erection of the United Slates Realty building
remlaning four districts the fifth, the tenth, the elev- on the block bounded by Broadway, Trinity place, Cedai
Involves a change in the street
enth and the twelfth are composed each of three coun-of street and Thames street
By arrangements with the city the
plans
point.
district
at
that
having
a
county,
besides
Miguel
San
ties.
its own, Is Joined with Quay and Guadalupe counties to led of Temple ttreet has been deeded to the United
cbmpose the fifth district, being the only county in the States Realty company and will be built upon. Thames
moved northward so as to give room
territory which has more than one member In the coun- street has been
y
addition to the Trinity building.
a
for
cil.
building will be of the same
Realty
United
The
States
from
representatives
of
composed
The house will be
twenty-ondistricts. Two of these districts have more height. This and the enlarged Trinity building are to be
dimensions.
than one member San Miguel having three and berna-lill- o alike In appearance and of about the same
having two. Colfax, Union, Taos. Mora, Rio Ar- They are owned by allied interests and represent an in
riba, Santa Fe. Valencia and Socorro, nine counties In vestment of $15,0Oo,000.
The addition to the Singer building at Broadway
all, constitute each a separate district with one memstructure. Its
Liberty street will be a fourteen-storsecond
and
in
a
are
united
Mora
and
Colfax
Of
these
ber.
will reach D94 feet above the curb.
district. Also Rio Arriba is Joined with San Juan in tower of forty stories
feet square with a dome of
another district, Santa Fe with Sandoval, Valencia with The tower will be sixty-fiv- e
McKinley and Torrance and Socorro with Sierra. These four stories surmounted by a cupola: Tower offices
leave Guadalupe and Quay to form the eighth district. aliove the main structure will rent at $3 a square foot
Grant and Luna the fifteenth. Dona Ana and Otero the per annum. The addition to the Singer building will
sixteenth; Grant, Luna, Dona Ana and Oiero the sev- cost $1,500,000.
On the south side of Cortlandt street, between
enteenth; Lincoln and Chaves the eighteenth; Lincoln,
Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt the nineteenth. Thus the Broadway and Church street, the City Investing company Is clearing the ground for a $10,000,000 building.
members.
twenty-ondistricts elect twenty-fou- r
One
as
of the structures that are being torn down in the
foregoing
is
Citizen
the
to
seems
that
The
It
Coal
and Iron Exchange,
equitable an apportionment as the conditions of the process is the eight-stor- y
whose solid brick and stone walls were capable of lastdata at present, permits.
ing for centuries.
The site of the new City Investment
The Lordsburg Liberal, situated close to the border building comprises the block front on Cortlandt street,
with the exception of the Broadway corner, where the
of Arizona, has several times claimed that the
sentiment was not so strong In Arizona as old Benedict building stands, and extends to Broadway,
tb railroads, the copper companies and the professional south of the Benedict building, as well as to Liberty
Last week, street. The structure will rise to a height of thirty
politicians would have the world believe.
says the Liberal, there was held a republican primary stories. It will contain 500,000 square feet of rentable
plunger elevators will be installed.
In Tucson to elect delegates to the territorial conven- space. Twenty-ontion. There were two sets of candidates in the field, The Broadway entrance will cover the whole of the
frontage there, 371i feet, ilt will open on an arcade
one favoring statehood and one opposed. The ticket
statehood received 303 votes and the ticket op- forty feet high, rising through three floors and running
posing statehood received 402 votes. The statehood del through the building to Church street. The Benedict
egates claim that they were defeated by democratic building, which could not be bought, will remain stand
votes in a republican primary. Yuma county an Apache ing, but to make certain that no tall structure can be
county have both selected delegates to the republican erected on Its site, the City Investment company has
territorial convention who favor statehood. While it taken a lease on it for eighty years.
The enlarged Singer building and the City Invest
is, probable that statehood will be defeated In Arizona,
yet it is certain lhat the vcte will not be so uiterly and ment building will together occupy the greater part of a
entirely unanimous against statehood as the politicians city square.
The West Street Improvement company, of which
have been claiming.
General Howard Carroll is president, is erecting a twen
building on West street, extending from
For the present year Great
Pittsburg Dispatch:
Cedar to Albany street. The structure is notable as the
Britain's expenditures for the army will amount to
Curiously enough, France and Germany will first skyscraper facing the river north of Battery place.
spend about the same amount $158,000,000. The United West street, now occupied by ginmllls, tenements, lofts
States has appropriated $77,000,000, or about $22,000,000 and small shops, has a splendid location, overlooking the
It will no doubt be
more than Italy. But the naval expenditures are the Hudson and convenient of acess.
most striking feature. Great Britain's naval budget lined eventually with skyscrapers all the way from Batamounts to $159,00,000, the United States being second tery place to Fulton street.
At the southeast corner of. Broadway and Wall street
with $124,000,000, or nearly as much as France and Germany combined, although France has the second largest the St. Louis Mercantile Trust company Is putting up
building with a base only 30 by 39 feet.
navy In the world and Germany is of approximately the
same strength as ours. France will spend but $65,000,-00- 0 The site is the most valuable in the city, having cost the
on Its fleets and Germany $62,000,000, while Italy is present owner. $600 a square foot.
The. Trust Company of America has a twenty-flve-stocontent with $28,000,000. Combined, Grfeat Britain's milstructure under way at 37 to 43 Wall street. The
itary and naval expenditures amount to $315,00,000, those
of, France to $223,000,000, Germany $220,000,000, the banking rooms on the first floor are to be the handsomest in the city. They are to be in marble, bronze and
United States $201,000,000 and Italy $83,000,000.
mahogany. The celling, thirty-foufeet high, will be
The republican territorial central committee, whicn supported by marble pillars. The facade of the building
will be of marble for seven stories and of red brick with
memassembled in this city today, consists of fifty-on- e
bers two each from the twenty-fiv- e
counties and one marble trimmings the remaining eighteen. New York
from the territory at large. A more thoroughly repre- Sun.
sentative body of men could not be selected in New
XXXXXJOOOOXXXXX300XXXXXXX0
Mexico, and as a body they would do honor to any state
in the great American Union. The Citizen welcomes
HAPPINESS OF AGE
these gentlemen officially, collectively and personally to
the metropolis of New Mexico, and assures them that
CHEERFUL AND KIND
their visit is regarded by the people of the Juke City as
an 'honor and a tpleasure. The matters to come before
the committee at this meeting are pregnant with proMrs. Elizabeth Hunt of Meriden, Conn., Is attracting
found importance alike to the territory at large, and t vvide attention by her( declaration that at 10(5 she is in
the republican party of New Mexico in particular; but better health uni happier than at any previous time In
The Citlzeu leaves these things cheerfully In their her life. Surely a woman who is healthy at 106 ought
Tiands, having Implicit confidence In the wisdom of their to be happy. She would have to be happy to be healthy.
conclusions and the Integrity of their intentions.
None but a happy disposition could carry one through
so many years. A gloomy temperament would strangle
The Citizen did not admit that Mr. Bursum "prac- life out of the body long Ibefore the age of 106. The
ticed a most extraordinary systennof bookkeeping," as human body can no more thrive in shadow than can a
No one ex- rose. Wte live by desire to live, and enjoyment and zest
the. morning muck rake brazenly asserts.
pects the aforesaid muck rake to tell the truth about In life are a constant source of life supply. Mrs. Hunt
the simplest and commonest affair. What The Citizen has known no "elixir ot life" other than good habits and
did say was that the only clearly made impression by steady occupation. She does not account for her great
age and perfect health by any fact that she used tothe long, intricate and involved report of the
statistical expert, ex parte or without the other side be- bacco, or did not use it; she never had any special diet;
ing heard at all, was the charge of an inadequate system her life has been a normal one and has gently ripened
of bookkeeping. This was the thing the statistician Into the mellow frultfulness of sweet content.
seemed to be driving at; but whether even this charge
Old age ought to be the happiest period of life, parwas true or false, The Citizen at that time reserved its ticularly for a woman. If she has kept her mind active
opinion for further evidence. Since then the evidence and has wisely refused to settle into the dull rut that
has been obtained and The Citizen has no doubt the people always have ready for her, she can begin in old
bookkeeping was regular and usual.
age to enjoy life in earnest. In old age there Is no
more worry about the babies, no more sufferings for
A paper just started at St. Johns, Ariz., says that others. The children are grown up and, if her part has
Apache is the county that produces teachers. In pro been well done, they are a prop and a solace to her.
portion to the population it produces twice as many as Grandchildren are a delight without the bitter constant
any other county of that territory. In proportion to its worry. The woman grown old in years should be at her
chance for education. It turns out five times as many best mentally. She is free to indulge her tastes, enjoy
and that for intelligence and thrift the territory can not la good play, a good book and the conversation of con
beat it. This is doubtless correct, for it is well known genial minds.
that Apache county Is one of the strongholds of Joint
Women retain their vitality and spirits longer than
btatehood in Arizona. It sends a solid jointure dele- men do. The burdens of life fall from them gradually
gation to the territorial convention at Bisbee, ami The and the peace of retirement from active duties comes
Citizen published last evening the hearty aud clear-cu- t
u ix in them little oy little and almost imperceptibly.
The
resolutions of its county committee, endorsing Joint man often must suffer at once the shock of laying down
statehood for the two territories.
the business to which his life has been devoted, and
afterward there is less to tie him to existence. When
No one but a fool can for a niomeut imagine that lie lays down his business he Is apt to lay down with it
H. O. Bursum, during the seven years in which he made tiis interest in life and he lays down his life itself soon
the New Mexico penitentiary a pride to the people and after. But the woman grows' into her new condition
a credit to the territory, was engaged in a system of naturally and she unconsciously adapts herself to it.
penny pilfering from the territory, from his employes Insurance people bold the woman's life to be a greater
and from the customers of the Institution. The reply ot risk than the man's until the period of her maternal sufMr. Bursum, yesterday, in The Citizen, was clear, manly ferings and cares is over.
.After that she is a better
Just what would naturally be ex- risk than the man. If she emerges from that uninjured
and straightforward
pected of the man that he Is and fully convincing to in body or spirit she has every chance to live to a ripe
any man of reasonable sense and unbiased mind. The old age.
fact is that the effort of the hired expert to smirch the
The woman old in years but young in spirit is the
character and reputation of Mr. Bursum was as farcical sweetest blessing mankind knows. If her life is not as
a fljzlo as the territory has known for many a day.
sweet a blessing to herself as It is to others it Is because she has failed to find pleasurable occupations in
There was once a representative In the North t'aro place of the enforce,! ones which have fallen from her.
Una legislature from Buncomb county, which at that There is nothing more pathetic than idle and dull old
time stretched across the entire state from north to age; and nothing more beautiful and sweet than age
south, gome question was before the house and the that is active aud alert and, inconsequence, happy.
Buncomb man was asleep, ills name was called ou the
yes and no vote. His next neighbor waked him. Rising
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
A woman never listens to
with a yawn he said: "Mr. Speaker, if this bill is In favor
half the things she s:iy.
of Buncomb county, I dm fur it ; if It is not for
Only a fool would expect to get any fun out of a
county, I am agin it," and he sat dowti. Now Is funnel.
A pessimist In a man with liver spots on his dethe time for every New Mexican to be for everything
which is for New Mexico.
posit ion.
Easy money is mo called because It is so easy to gl
However much the people of New Mexico may differ rid of It.
politically or on matters of minor importance, there
Most people who are satisfied with themselves (tou t
should be no difference In combined, earnest and unfa- want much.
ltering loyalty to cur Sunshine Land, and to unceasing
A man's wife may he his better half, but he usually
labor (or her development in every particular.
does all the betting. Chicago News.
W. S. STRICKLER,
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SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Grocery Comp'y.

Business Manager.

"Good Things to Eat'

twenty-two-stor-

A Word to Mothers

Hor-nalil- o

WE

FOR PRICE

QUALITY

The Quality of Our Goods

i

twenty-one-stor-

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

SACRIFICE

DO NOT

e

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
s uld be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoat tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctims of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
jV

Must Be Maintained

NONE TOO
FOR OUR CUSTOMNOT
DO
WE
ERS.
YET
CHARGE ANY MORE FOR
THE BEST THAN SOME ASK
ARTICLES.
FOR
INFERIOR

THE

BEST 13

GOOD

Fine

IN OUR BAKERY

Clothing and
Furnishings

DEPARTMENT
Such goods only are

ML

MAMBEILIL

used as Meadow Gold
Butter, Ferndell Flour,
Walter Baker's Chocolate, Shepp't Cocoanut
and the best of everything else regardless of
cost The result is that
we make THE BEST

e

GOODS.

yu.

ESPECIALLY
IS NOW ON
AND IF YOU

e.

,

trial

A

convince

will

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

i

FINE FRUIT
THE MARKET

petitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

WANT-PEAC- HES

CALL
PRESERVING
OUR PRICES.
ROCKY
OUR
TRY
FORD CANTALOUPES
RIPE
THEY ARE
AND SWEET.

(.cT

$156,-000,00-

iy

Fourth.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
MAIL CRDESS FILLED THE SAME

business for the past
where and how to buy.

DAY

twenty-fiv- e

in the" furniture
years understand it in every detail, --

THEY AHE RECEIVED.

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

Organ Recital

This world has

AT THE

divided and

Presbyterian Church
9:13 P.

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

ed

divided and subdivided the subdivisions are endless.
Suppose we divide the people Into three classes. The very rich,
who can afford to spend their Income; the very poor, who have to
spend theirs. Then there is the
third class the saving class, who
start saving their money and keep
it, up continually, iney never stop.
The habit .is formed early In life
and tney can't "swear off." The
saving habit is the means to happiness and contentment.
This bank offers the opportunity
for every man to save his money.
No one can afford to let the chance
escape.

M.

September
6, 1906
DR. MINOR C. BALDWIN

BANK

THE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

CONCERT
ORGANIST
v

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

We Keep It Up

ed

We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

Seats on sale at Matson's
on and after . Monday,
September 3, 1906.
Albuquerque to
Jemet every day
In the Meek ex
cepl Sunday. In
quire mt
And rem

sub-divid-

been

the people of the world have been

Thursday,

ckxcckxxocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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We have

been

"Good Things to Fat"

r

Bun-com-

-

fGood Reasons

PLUMS
APRICOTS
GRAPES
PEARS, ETC.
FOR
AND

Fine Clothing- and
Furnishings

Rom

fro'Mt1r
buld
et. 211
W.

Avenue.

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

P.MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN

Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes

ami sold.

Humes, fancy work and Iaccs
dyed any coior.

Brown's Cleaning and
Pressing Works
W.

TOO

LATE

enue.

No.

But!

rirat

RELIEVES PAIN.

I

Hot

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES l.'.DNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

1

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

rAViimnn

rHiiiuuu,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

New Mexico

C991

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOTEL
HOLLENBECK
Angeles,
Calif.

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

Btroot

Per Gallon

Adams & Dilgard

-

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

general houseWest Hailroad av-

WANTKD
Two good apprentice girls,
will start with Bmall wages. Miss

l

103 North

1

foi
Call

EASY TO REACH.

First Class Repairing a Specially
All Work Guaranteed

FOR CLASSIFICATION.

WANTED-()-

work.

Auto. Phone 270

Silver Ave.

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Los

PIONEER BAKERY,
lKkiiiK tit an and neat by practical cleaners and pressers.
French Dry ami Steam Clean-in- s
a specialty.
Second Hand Clothing bought

Faywooti

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guests la a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION-

20T SOUTH riRBT BTREKT.

Keep Your Clothes

0X)000

Colo.

llllllilli

l.aura M. I.utz (successor to the
(lilbert Millinery Co.).
WANTED Man to make himself generally useful about business house.
lu figures and
Must be accurate
have some knowledge of bookkeeping. Address M. D., Citizen office.
KOH KENT
Houses, three to five
rooms, modern, one furnished; also Embalming Is Our Specialty
W. H. McMillion, real
More rooms.
estate broker, 211 West Wi.l avenue.
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
FOR SAI.lv Second hand, two- - settled Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Ante. 152,
spring wagon, buggy and harness.
A Citizen Classified t.d Is a good
W. H. McMillion, 211 West Cold
Investment.

Funeral Directors

92.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profits on small investments, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216'a South Second Street, Albuquerque, H. M,

-
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TRANSACTS

MUCH IMPORTANT

BS

NESS

Citizens Complain of Excessive Gas
Rates-AttorBaca Has His
Feelings Hurt.
ney

OTHER

TRANSACTED

MATTERS

backwards and bv so doing broke the
current. I have' been working with
the Juice for fifteen years end this
was the worst shock I have ever had."
Mr. Johnson will lose the skin on
with hands to the wrists, and in a
few places tne flesh is roasted to a
considerable
depth. His eyebrows
were scorched, and In several places
the hairs of nis head were singed.
Mr. Johnson was taken to his nome
!n the same hack that brought him to
the city aner the accident.
GLAD

10

GET BACK

TO COOL

NEW MEXICO

d,

b,

o,

SUIT IS BROUGHT

full-fledg-

ed.

E. E.

AGAINST GREGORY

PAGE

PROPRIETORS OF GALLUP

ELEC-

ALTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
LEGE THAT DEFENDANT
FAILED TO LIVE UP TO
CONTRACT.

The Uillup Kbctric Light oonVany
vs. Gregory i age is the i.tle of a suit
hied in the McKinley county docket

at the county court house yesterday. The plaintiff alleges
that
H pun hastd the tlallup Electric Light
plant from the defendant, with the
understanding
defendant
that 'he
pay an outstanding
would
debts,
which might be levied against the
plant.
i'ne plaintiff further alleges
that the defendant did not pay t ho
l!i'5 taxes of the plant, for which
suit Is now brought, the plaintiff having )iaid the same. The aniouw the
pUintiff sues to recover is H4.m;.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

committee composed of Aldermen
Harrison, Hanley and Deaven.
A communication was then read
from City Engineer Pitt Koss, who
complained that a number of property
owners ar.d sidewalk contractors were
not observing the conditions of Ordin
ance No. 381, referring to the establishing of grades and laying of sidewalks. After some argument between
Mr. Ross and Alderman Hanley the
matter was referred to the street committee.
City Officials Report.
The reports of the various city officials were then referred to the different committees without being read.
The marshal's report showed fines to
the amount of J535 collected In July
and $545 in August. The city clerk
reported licenses collected for August
amounted to $461.75. The city treasurer reported a balance of $14,226.73
on hand August 31. The building inspector reported that nbout $5,000
more building had been done during
August than during July, according to
the permits issued the past month.
Alderman Hanley then reported
that the committee thought that the
Barelas acequia, or certain sections of
it on Tijeras avenue, should be bridged at the city's expense, so that property owners, who objected to laying
sidewalks until this was done, would
have no excuse. The report was received.
Sewer Committee Reports.
Alderman Harrison of the sewer
committee recommended the establishing of a new sewer system as soon
as possible, and that it be built by
bond issue, or direct taxation, rather
than by assessment against the prop- erty owners directly served by the
new pipes. The commit ice also recommended the purchasing of a $1,2U0
pump, which would be a very handy
thing to have right now and which
could be used with the new system as
well, said Alderman Harrison.
The
report was received and filed and
made a special order of business for
the next meeting of the city council.
The fire committee ihen made a report on its ordinance for an outer and
Inner fire circle. Alderman Harrison
read the limits of the two zones to
the councilmen. Jn the inner circle
only fireproof buildings will be allowed, while in tho outer circle one may
build structures containing some inflammable material.
A New Fire Ordinance.
The Inner circle dimensions start
at a point 150 feet east of the Santa
Fe railroad tracks, In line with Slate
avenue, and run south to Tijeras avenue, then east on Tijeras to Broadway, then south on Broadway to Coal,
west to Second street, north to Lead
avenue, west to Fifth, north to Coal,
west to Sixth, north to Tijeras, east
to Fourth, north to Marquette, east
on Marquette to Third, north to Roma
avenue, east to Second, north to New
York avenue, east to First street,
thence back to Slate avenue, to the
point of beginning.
The outer circle starts at the same
place mentioned in the inner circle,
and runs south to Marquette, east to
High, south to Silver, east on Silver
to alley between Walter and High,
then south to Coal, west to Edith, then
to Santa Ke avenue, west to Arno, to
Pacific, west to Broadway, north to
Iron, west to Thinl south to Stover,
west to Fifth, nortl to Coal, west to
Seventh, north to New York, to Slate,
and east to connect with point of beginning.
It. was then moved that the ordinance as amended be passed, which
was done. There will likely be several changes made in the ordinance
before it becomes a
or
dinance.
Wanted a Fine Remitted.
Alderman Beaven then arose and
recalled to the minds of the council-me- n
the fact that one John Boswell, a
barber, had been fined $30 In police
court some time ago on a charge of
discharging firearms in the city limits, and that he had since learned that
the man was irrational at the time,
becoming ill with smallpox but a few
days later, and that if there was any
way it could be done he recommended that the council move to refund the
$30.
Alderman Wilkerson stated his
belief that such a procedure would be
impossible, as the fine had been collected and turned in on the marshall's
monthly report. He moved, however,
that the council donate $UJ to Mr.
Hoswell.
This did not meet with the
approval of Alderman Heaven, who
didn't want the man reimbursed as an
act of charity, but as justice, and the
matter was finally referred to a committee for investigation and action.
A number of ordinances were then
read, either for the second or third
time, after nhich the council adjourn-

KREAM

ROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH
SUFFERS SHOCK OF 2,600 VOLTS
WHILE WORKING AT POWER
HOUSE OF ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND POWER
COMPANY.

K.

ohnson, chief engineer for
the Albuquerque Gas, Klecric Light
ind Power company, living at 11 Pi
Slate avlnue, had U,iu hands badly
burned, tnis morning, while making
a connection of a small
potential
transformer
on the power switch
board, and came very near being killK.

--

ed.

one wire in my right hand,"
Johnson, at Dr. pearceV
office, where he was given temporary
treat uit nt, "when, accidentally,
my
it ft hand came in coiract with a live
wire on the other side of the board
l'!ie contact completed the circuit and
itut 2.t,'Mi volts through me. I fell
I

siid

IihiI

Mr.

CITIZEN.

PACE FIVE

the genial
In the Harvey
NOTES curio rooms assistant
at the Alvarado.
"Oh, doctor,"
she exclaimed, "a
great big centipede Is on my hus(Continued from Page One.)
band's arm. What shell I do with It?"
"Well,' replied tho doctor, "you
keep it. I dont want it."
former attorney general of the terri- might
'
tory. Httemleil the nieetlnu of t)n re
itut its on his arm,' went on Mrs
m airam it win mte
publican central committee held here """"'n.
today, as a representative from Lin- - b "".. Wnat wo,l,1 '"u rto lr 'ou wore
coin county.
iniei
hnork u ofr- - l'romP"y spiled
Malequlas Martinez, a inuiuber of
.!, "ic,or- the board of penitentiary commission- 1
'l b''f. him wor,e ,r we
ers. from Taos, who spoil yesterday ,ry "l
' k"0:k U,JrT
it. Santa Fe transacting business, ar-rived in Albuquerque last evening to ,nTh? d"rtr lnformed "or that It
f?(rteCconun?vt',,HK
was
Inthemr.ni.me Mr. Hulbert cen-thdelegate
states
standing still wit the
the Taos coun y ranges are in fine atlently
t
up
doing
stunts
uede
and
condition and that everyone in that down hu arm uklng a blte eVer and
vicinity seems prosperous.
anon.
David M. White, a member of the
up'on receiving the doctor's advice
ixecutive committee of tho republican Mr. Hulbert brushed the Insect off,
central committee, was here today but not until it had bitten him on the
from Santa Fe attending the commit- - hand, causing that member to swell
tee meeting.
suffering
Although
considerably.
W. O. Sargent, a member of the ex- - somewhat from the effects of the
ecutive committee, and territorial nud- - centipedes bite Mr. Hulbert was at
ltor, was here today from San, a Fe his post of luty today,
attending the meeting.
Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, a mem- - JAPAN WISHES TO NEGO-tc- r
TIATE SOME LARGE LOANS.
of the executive committee, was;
Tokio, Sept. 6. M. Takahisl, vice
ir. attendance at the meeting today.
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman ar-- governor oi tne uiuik ot japan, start,-rivein the city last evening from e" today for Kngland and the United
Santa Fe but did not attend totlavi. States, for the purpose of negotiating
meeting of the republican central a government loan of $40,000,000 for
If the
by Manchurian enterprises.
being
committee,
represented
Governor Hagerman has just ' cumstanceB are favorable he will also
announced a reunnortlonment of the negotiate for the replacing at old
territory, a full acount of which u'loans bv new onea at a lwer rate
Interest, the government has sanc- given elsewhere in this issue.
H. O. Bursum. chairman of the re - tlned the regulations and estimates
publican central committee, was In the of he Manchurian Railway company,
city today attending the meeting, as anl nas instructed the Japanese mln-wTreasurer Solomon Luna and lBt,r to China, M. Hayashl, to nego- Charles V. Safford, secretary of the tinte with the Chinese government for
subscriptions to the shares of the
committee
Col. John S. Clark of Las Veuas.' a 8'0k of the company by the govern
member of the committee from San meRt ntl people? It Is estimated that
Miguel county, and a prominent bust- - 11 will cost seventeen million yen to
ness man of the Meadow city, came in purchase the rolling stock,
last night 'and attended the meeting1
Alexander Read, district attorney of 'PIANOS BY THE CARkio Arrma county, was here today attending the committee meeting.
LOAD BEING OflRED
F. D. Morse, a prominent banker of
anta Rosa and editor of the Sun, was
in the metropolis today attending the
meeting of the central committee, as BY THE LEARNARD 4. LINDEMANN
a delegate from Guadalupe county. Mr.
FIRM WHAT THE MANUMorse states that the eastern part of
FACTURERS WROTE
the territory is enjoying the general
THIS FIRM.
good times prevalent throughout

SMALL

CONVENTION

THE DINING TABLE
Is by all odds the most coniplo-uou- s
piece of furniture In tout
dining room; hence, It should
combine the
Artlstlo With the Useful.
You it experience a feeling ot
satisfaction when you act T
hostess If your table li a good
one. Be it
Modern or Colonial
in
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll And our prices for

W

hot-ioo-

IKE GRAHAM SAYS HEAT'IN ILLINOIS WAS INTENSE MANY

PROSTRATIONS.
Ike Graham jf the Graham Bros.'
club rtxima, accompanied by his wife,
arrived In the city today on the limited from a visit of four weeks' duration to uls former home at Danville,
III.
While in Illinois Mr. and Mrs.
Graham also visited the home of the
latter at Lincoln, 111.
"Shortly after we arrived In Illinois," said Mr. Graham, "the excessive heat made one ardently long for
these cool New Mexico breezes. Heat
prostrations were of common occurrence until the recent cool wave relieved the situation. No country we
visited or passed through is equal to
New Mexico in climate." .
--

The regular meeting of the city
council, which was postponed from
Monday night to yesterday afternoon,
owing to Monday being a holiday,
took place at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon in the office of City Clerk
Harry Lee, with Alderman Heaven,
Harrison, Hayden, Isherwood, Lear-narWilkerson and Hanley present.
Mayor McKee presided, with City
Clerk A'e. Building Inspector Whit-comChief of Police McMillin, City
Physician arns and other city officials present.
Gas Rates Excessive.
After the meeting was called to order .Mayor McKee announced that Attorney Summers Uurkhart was present and wished to address the council.
Permission being pranted him, Mr.
Uurkhart arose and announced that
he cume before the council seeking
relief for himself and a number of
other citizens of Albuquerque who had
complaints to make from the excessive rates being charged for fuel and
illuminating gas by the Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light & Power company.
At the conclusion of Attorney Uurk-hart- 's
address to the council. Alderman Wilkerson moved that the matter
be referred to the building and plumbing inspector, who be empowered to
inspect tue meters. Alderman Harrison moved to have the water meters Inspected also, as the kicks thereon, he said, wero almost as great as
on the gas. Alderman Wilkerson finally amended his motion by moving
to place the matter in the hands of a
committee, which was carried, Aldermen Harrison, Wilkerson and Deaven
being appointed on this committee,
with instructions to have a report
ready at the next meeting.
Baca's heelings Mrut.
Elfego Baca, an attorney of Socoi-rthen addressed the council, bringing up what threatens to become a
national case, tne Monte Carlo attachment suit. Baca stated that when
"Alfonso" Ynglals was arrested for
carrying a gun, he, Baca, deposited a
check for $U for his appearance in
court, with Mr. Levy, the check to be
released by Assistant Marshal Kennedy when "Alfonso" had made good his
appearance.
Baca then stated
that
"Alfonso" was fined
and that he,
Baca, filed an appeal bond for
fonso," and" then went to Officer Kennedy and asked for his check for $00
back, and that Kennedy was so rude
to him as to say, "oo way; I don't
want to talk to you." This hurt Baca's
feelings almost as much as the uncertainty of what had become of his
$ti0 did, and therefore his appearance
before the council to ask if it was
meet that an officer of the peace
should thus address pedestrians.
Clash in Words.
At the conclusion of his address Alderman Wilkerson moved to proceed
to the next order of business, whereupon Alderman Harrison arose and
said that Inasmuch as Kennedy was
one of the city officials he thought
some action should be taken. Alderman Wilkerson said that if Alderman
Harrison thought Officer Kennedy
had insulted Attorney Baca by saying
"Go 'way." he could make a" motion
to that effect.
"You've had your say," retorted Alderman Harrison to the councilman
from the Third ward, "and I'll have
mine, without taking any suggestions
from you." Alderman Wilkerson subsided and further
were
hostilities
averted.
Attorney Baca's complaint was finally referred to the police committee
for action.
A recess of five minutes was tneu
taken for the purpose of allowing the
fire committee time in which to talk
over their ordinance for an inner and
outer fire circle.
Communications Are Read.
When the recess was up City Clerk
Iee had a number of communications
to read to the councilmen. One from
the property owners on Walter street,
asking for a grade on that street between Grand avenue and Railroad avenue, was referred to the street committee, as was a petition protesting
against changing of parts of that
street, thereby destroying the symmetry of the street.
A number of the inhabitants of the
city in the vicinity of Hazeldine and
Siover avenue complained to the
council, by communication,
of the
Harleas acequia, which they branded
as a nuisance. The communication
was referred to the street committee.
.1. C. Ross,
superintendent of the
Menaul school, petitioned the council
on liehalf of the Mcnaul school to donate to them the old curfew
tower, which is now lying idle on the vacant lot opposite the Alvarado hotel.
The matter was referred to a special
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GETS PRISONER HERE

furniture narly

"quality

as

cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each, is as good furniture as
can be built injts respective line.

Mlbert Faber
308-31-

0

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

N. M.

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

I

LUCERO
HERMENE
BEAT
HIS
WIFE FOUR YOUTHFUL HUNTERS FIRED UPON.

The police drag net was a water
haul last, night not a victim being up
before Police Judge Crawford this
morning.
Sheriff Leandro Baca of Socorro
county, is in the city today, having
conie up to secure one Hermene
wanted in Socorro for beating
his wife and aiterwards deserting her.
Lucero was arrested by the local police during the day on advices received from the Socorro sneriff. Officer Baca and ills prisoner will leave
tonight for Socorro.
Lu-cer-

Enraged because some bovs had
taken a shot at nis domicile, a farmer living south of Albuquerque, near
Barelas, rushed out of the house and
fired
a shot from a Winchester
straight at the only boys In sight, a
party of four, composed of Kenne
Haldridge, Fred Reid, Carroll Field
and Jack Twelvetrees, who were out
hunting doves and who, by the way,
were not the ones that had fired at
the man's house, a party just preceding the four boys mentioned above
having been the culprits.
Deputy
Bingham, hearing the
Sheriff
shot, rushed up and averted further
Hostilities.
ja-nie-

W. P. JOHNSON EEECTED
TO CLUB
RESIGNATION

DIRECTORATE

OF C. E. NEWCOMER

RECEIVED WITH REGRET.
SHEEP GROWERS TO BE
WELCOME AT CLUB
DURING

CONVEN-TION-

.

!

-

PILSENER BEER,
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
'

Colo. Phone Blk 93

Auto. Phone 292

New-Mexic-

Huntington, Ind., Aug. 29, l!Hi6.
Kugenio Romero, territorial oil inspector from Las Vegas, was here to Learnard &. Lindemann, Albuquerque,
N. M.
day attending the meeting, holding
Gentlemen Your telegram just re
the proxy of Secundiuo Romero.
Charles A. bpless is here from Ias ceived. We exnert tn shin vou the
Vegas, representing Kugenio Romero car of twelve boxed pianos next Wed
by proxy in the central committee tusday, September 5, by quickest
I route and w ill Instruct
railroad agents
meeting.
Gregory Page ot Gallun is here at- - to rush them through
Hoping that they will reach you In
lending the meeting. Mr. Pago is one
of the prominent republicans, of Mc- - duo time nnd awaiting your further
truly yours,
Kinley count v.
orders we are,
THB SCHAFF BROS. CO
W. E. Martain. district clerk of So - !
GEORGE T. LINK.
corro county, was among the Socorro
delegation attending the territorial re
I. S. Shall we enter your order for
publican central committee meeting. Hiiother cur?
If you want any more of our pianos
"Billy," twice a member of the territorial legislature. Is always around this year get your order in soon.
G. T. L
when there are things doing in republican politics.
The above letter, received by the
Hon. Jerry Leahy, district attorney
n
piano firm of Learnard &
of Colfax county, was among the Colfax county delegation to the commit Lindemann, shows the trend of the
piano business in New Mexico. Mr,
tee meeting,
Hon. Solomon Luna represented Va- - .Geo. P. Learnard states that the past
lencia county in the commdtv meet- - summer has been a record breaker in
Ing. Mr. Luna came up from Ills home this line of business, and the letter
ccnainiy snows that not only is this
at ijaa Lunas this morning.
Just before adjourning Chairman local firm of musical Instrument deal
Hit rati m aciim nviil
nn.ioimni.l tkflt Oru iuuhit1 t r r n iiapll v luif tho m n n n
n
through the courtesy of Col. W. H. fut'turers of thin
make of
.
V.,.
lii,. .
lit
no .....11
in.-nit? vuiumuicc
ui 4l,
ntu.
uitfi
would be tendered
a trolley ride
around the city, the party to meet t rVPIinPin&l
IU oANIA
.

I

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

&

BORRADAILE

well-know-
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117 Gold Avenue
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Johnson, president of the
American Lumber company,
was
elected a director of the Albuquerque
Commercial
Club at the regular
meeting of the club's
board of
directors,
to
vacancy
fill
the
by
resignation
the
caused
of C. E.
Newcomer. The resignation of Mr.
Newcomer, made necessary by liis
change of residence from Albuquerque to Santa Fe, was accepted with
regret on the part of the board, as he
was for years one of the club's most
active members.
The directors of the club, and the
members, as well as the public, are to
be congratulated on the appointment
of Mr. Johnson to the club's directorate.
President Brooks was instructed to
formally extend the courtesies of the
club to tne uelegates of the Sheep
and Wool Growers' convention, which
mtets in this city during fair week.
Max Nordhaus was elected to a membership In the club.
P.

I.

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells 70a to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (II you should ta
get the order), that 70a could sal
grow
find It, for every flrst-clahandles EMPRESS. Ton nW alwaff
find good bread, good biscuits, ecMQ
pastry and moat Important of aJt.
good cheer to greet you whan
como home for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreee
all others.
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Attorney General Prichard
FE
and W. B. Childers recalled the days
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
of their youth, during the meeting,
by arguing a point as to when, how
and tlwough w'hat medium. New Me
THE OCCASION WILL BE TWO
Ico and Arizona became territories.
BALL GAMES ON CAPITAL
Both gentlemen, despite the fact that
CITY GROUNDS
FARE
this occurred many years ago, 'had
$2 ROUND TRIP.
fresh memories as to how this came
alK)iit and voiced their recollections
And Careful Dispensing, go to
of this event to the members of the
will
On
Sunday
Fe
Santa
the
next
committee,
claiming, however,
The Busy Little Drag Store
Santa Fe under
that his different view was the cor- run an excursion toTwenty-sixtTerauspices
of
the
the
at
7 West Railroad Avenue
rect one.
ritorial Fair association. The occa
sion wfll be two ball games to be play
ed'on the Capital City grounds, one
CENTIPEDE
BITES
between the Santa Fe Grays and the
Antonlto, Cola, team, and the other
between the Grays and the Browns
CURIO ROOM
The fare will be $2 round trip, the
.
trains running about the same as us- Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Aven4i
ual when excursions are run to Santa
leaving Albu
C. E. HULBERT LETS INSECT RE- Fe, the excursionists
querque aliout 7 o'clock In the morn
MAIN ON HAtiD WHILE WIFE
SaaAaAaAAAaAaiAaAaVaAaAaAaAaAJIaAaAaAai
ing and returning In the evening so
TELEPHONES THE
SAYS BURSUM IS
11
o clock.
as to get home about
DOCTOR.
Antonlto is running an excursion to
It was at an early hour this mornSanta Fe on the same date, so that
AN HONEST MAN ing when the telepnone in the home the day is likely to be a lively one for
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
of a well known physician rang and the aniccnt city.
;he doctor responueu.
&
The lady at ihe other end of the
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
GUS MULHOLLAND OF GALLUP
was Mrs. C. E. Hulbert, wife of BREAD and take no other.
line
SENDS IN HIS
OPINION.
'U UTTER NUT
FINK LINE OF
To The Evening Citizen.
1IKEAD
CAKES
Gallup. N. M.. Sept. 4. I wUh you
Home-MadAlways
Better
on Hand.
Than
GO
TO
THE
peosay
your
paper
would
in
that the
ple of Ganup, at lest a majority of
them, will not and do not believe Mr.
Al! City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
Bursum guilty of any shortage while
he was superintendent of the Nt w
Mexico penitentiary that he cannot explain and show himself innocent. Mr.
est
Bursum has, many warm friends and
they do no-- believe in reports. The
article In the Albuquerque Morning
Journal, purporting to come from Gal
lup was no doubt written by a trouble
breeder, as we have a few such in our
town, and the article no doubt Is in216 South Steond Strut
....ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
tended to leave the impression that
The telephone make
The telephone preservee your
ttie
Mr. Hursuin's many friends here have
deserted him and declare him guilty
health, prolongs your life end
duties lighter, the cares less,
without a hearing, which they possl- tivt ly do not.
protects your home.
worries
fewer.
and
the
Don't Get the Impression
Yours truly,
GUS MCLHOLLAND.
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
that because you can buy a cigar for
no
good.'
Is
WRIGHT-MILLE- R
Truth
five cents It's
It's
NUPTIALS
made to sell at that trice retail at a
very small profit for maker and dealer
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
The White I.Uy is good from
I'orer, 411 nouth Fourth street, shorttip to smoking end. A box of fifty for
ly after S o'clock, last evening, Rev.
Day sod
S IhiiiiiAr ml a
Llhrarv
..0O will prove this to your own very
Hugh Coopir
of the Presbyterian
que
DUdiucdd
Night School
BUUdiBa
sattalacMou.
great
performed
church,
the marriage ceremony of F. C. Wright, of this city,
Fall Term Opens Monday, Sept. 3
Miller,
Miss
Jessie
recently of
and
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Creston, Iowa. The bride arrived on
Commercial Law
Typewriting
Business Practice
'rain No 1, last evuilng, irom her
RAILROAD
WEST
Penmanship
Manifolding
Banking
Inwa home, coming all ttie way aione
Correspondence
Business English
Spelling
tn become Mrs. M'rltht. The rrixiiu
Added Equipment
Competent Instructor
New Management
is stenographer in the otiice of Hon.
- o Reasonabla Rates
Fair Treatment
H. 11. Fegusson. Mr. and Mrs. Wright
Our courses are arranged to be completed in from sevn to nlnd
wiil make their home at 417 South
Finest Whiski:
,
and iudustry of the student. Why
moiithu dopendiiiK upon tne
Fourth street. A pecu.iar i.iing alxuit
spend a Linger time? 't he place to train for a business career is In
'
the marriage is that both parties are
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
x business school, where a specialty Is made of the work. We secure
ifllicted witn diseases thai cause
good positions for our graduates.
Write or call at the school for full
them to use crutches, and that i' was
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
Information. Address
the pretty sequel of a romance which
SAMPLE
AND
began when bo.j were patient? at a
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
CLUB ROOMS
West Railroad Avenue
, Principal
sanitarium in St. Ixiuis, writ-rJUbuzuorqum, Mew Minloo
W. aT.
ft.li.ai I
diseases are trtated.
MMtVsVsaflMBaaVMHMaMrwJas
O
O i.
O

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
U
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The Williams

Dtg

Company

THE BLUE FRONT

FRENCH BAKERY
STEVENS

OOWYER,

Proprietors

e.

Merchants O--B-

Meals in Town-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Prices Reasonable

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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The St. Elmo
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CANDY

DOLLAR A DAY IS TOO

MAKE

GOVERNMENT
DEMAND
THAT

WILL

MELON

UNCLE
TUSH I"

Special Correspondence.
Washington , IX C. Sept. 4. Tlie
Chinese government proposes to take
a hand In the question whether the
Panama canal is to be built with Chinese coolie labor. At least that government Is to see that laborers are
aot supplied for this purpose unless
they are paid a wage scale which the
Chinese authorities regard ns adequate.
What such a wage scale will be it
1s too early to say, but an official of
the Chinese legation, in talking to
your correspondent, ventured the prediction that It would not be less than
l a day.
to
When this fact comes officially
the president and the Panama canal
commission, the canal labor problem
tnake take on a new aspect. In fact.
It may eventually work out that this
plan will have to be abandoned altogether, for It Is the cheapness of the
coolie labor as much as its efficiency
"which has recommended
it to our
government.
But all estimates made of coolie
labor are based on what Is pad! elsewhere; or what would be sufficient
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SUBSTITUTES

Mrs. Mackay Runs the Schools
of Roslyn and Such
Is Her Will.

AND

SAYS
"TUSH r
SAM
A CHANCE
FOR CHINA
HOW
TO DRIVE A BARGAIN
AND
WORKS
COOLIE
THE

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT. 5, 1906.

OF

MUCH FOR THE CHINKS
CHINESE

EVEXIXGCI1IZE.

'

w

DAY AT KOCKY

&mvMaU
MEW MEXICO

FOKD

Annual Conclave of Knights Tem
plar at Albany. N.
Delegates Present.

i- -

ORIAL fAII

Roslyn. L. I . 'l:. 5. Ever since
her election as a member of the
school board of Roslyn, Mrs. Clarence
Mackay has practically conducted the
schools of this town according to her
notions. Although she Is the only
woman member of the board of education, she exercises absolute control
over that body, which meekly approves everything the millionairess
decrees. Her latest notion Is the abolition of the rod In the schools of
Roslyn. a measure which is the delight ot the unruly portion of the
children, who have made life a burden to teachers as well as principals.
The schools were opened today and
with the beginning of the new school
year the rod is abolished as an instrument of correcting disobedient and
unruly children. Although no positive
statement in the matter has been
made, It is expected that Mrs. Mackay
will take it upon herself to bribe refractory children into good behavior
by liberal donations ot candy. Those
with the
who are well acquainted
conditions of the Roslya school ex- pect mat muuy u& iuu ivv.uci
npinrlnola will ha comnelleri to re- sign, because they will find It Impoa
d
sible, owing to Mrs. Mackay'a
vised interference, to maintain disci
pllne among the children.

A LBUQUERQUE
September

1

7th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
Maneuver, by UnHw State. Troop.,
Bby 8how.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trade. Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, ' with 29- shows on the
streets carnival all th. time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain PluB Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,00000.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's Whit. 8ai
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.

Ul-a-

TYPE OF THE

th

Tweira iy-S-bji

CHINESE COOLIE.

WATERMELON DAY
Rac.
Ladle.' Half-Mil- e
AT ROCKY FORD
compensation to induce the coolie to States. It is. the first time the CelesCol., Sept 6Tha fifRocky
ford,
come. If he were left by his govern- tials have had any cards in the diplo- teenth annual Rocky Ford fair opened
matic game.
ment to make choice for himself.
large attendance.
term yesterday wah a four
A "coolte" la the technical
In many parts of the world the Chidays and the
laat
The fair
nese coolie works for 30 to 50 cents a .ised in the orient for day laborer. last day, which will be Thursday, has
inis
It
which
words
from
derived
paying
the
of
idea
day, silver. The
"Watermelon
aa
been designated
cool le more than a dollar a day wllldlcate that he works for a dally wage, Day." A very attractive- program haa
average
lanndrymen
In
The
as
this
commission
probably strike the
arranged, with good racing,
try Is typical of the Chinese coolie been premiums
and a big display ot
laundry-mecoolies,
are
class.
Most
agricultural products.
The United States government is
The coolie laborer is ordinarily a
not in a fortunate position to argue
I
the matter with the Chinese author!- - lean, shambling, hollow thighed Indl-or- I ANNUAL CONCLAVE. OF
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ties. Our course in excluding coolie vldual. with phenomenal powers
Albany. N. Y.. Sept. 5. The annual j
laborers from the United States for endurance. He can work more hours
the oast 20 or 30 years stops us in a on less food than any type of laborer conciaVe of the Grand Commander
way from complaining If the Chinese In the world. He works patiently and ot Knights Templar of the state of
government takes a hand in excluding systematically, and never with excite- - New York opened here last after
them from our canal strip when we ment. He lives when at home on noon. The delegations from all parts
dried fish, rice, seaweed and similar f tne Btate began to come in early
want to bring them there.
and during all the forenoon com- The Chinese government can well simple foods.
He does not drink alcoholic bev- - mittees of the local commandery weres,
say: Our laborers have not been
delega-yeargood enough for your country all these erages, and his only dissipations are busy receiving the arriving
BIG LAND DEAL
customary YOUNG LEEDS TAKES
now if you want them you will: apt to be small gambling and a mod- - tions and escorting them to their re- features, in addition to the
CLOSED AT CARLSBAC
A WIFE FOR HIMSELF
Many of tne agricultural display, i the dog show,
erate use of opium. Many coolies will spectlve headquarters.
have to pay to get them.
permanent fair
A big land deal was closed at Carl!
Richmond, Ind., Sept. 4. Th wed
It is not impossible that the Chi- work twelve and fifteen hours a day. delegates are accompanied uy meir which will be made aprove
a success ding of Rudolph Garr Leeda and Miss bad on Friday. The first ot the valle
The canal commission. In employ-- 1 ladies. Elaborate arrangements tor featare, if it should
nese government can make use of our
prove successful, Florence Smith, which will take place lands under the Avalon dam since th
necessities in the matter ot canal dig- ing coolie labor, will be compelled to the entertainment of the delegates this year. Should it
auspices of here this afternoon, promise to be government took over the work,, eom
ging to Insist on a relaxation of the make contrnctn with each individual have been made and they will be the a bench show under the
Club, will be the most brilliant social event ot the prising 440 acres, owned by I. S. Os
Kennel
lunch
American
members
the
guests
at
local
of
come
the
although
coolie,
will
laborers
This
the
the
is
laws.
exclusion
Chinese
held in connection with next year's season. The bride, as well, as the born, were Bold by W; L. Bebo, to G
first time China has had any chance to the United States In charge of a eon and dinner. It la expected that
or. fair.
bridegroom, are prominent In East W. Hutton, treasurer of the Allltl
Knepp
P.
Adelbert
Sir
Eminent
contractor.
general
United
with
the
a
COOLIE.
to drive
trade
WIFE AND CHILD OF A
ern society, and many ot their wealthy Manufacturing company ot Chicago
Saratoga will be elected Grand Com
friends have arrived here to attend price being $11,000 cash. Mr. Huttoi
mander.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS
CITY OF THIRD CLASS the wedding. The bridegroom; is the will immediately arrange to colonize
FOR
FAVORABLE OUTLOOK
Chester. Pa., Sept. a. An important son of William B. Leeds, a New York the tract in small lots of ten to fosty
COMMISSION
convention of delegates representing millionaire, known as an important acres, which will be sold to fruit
farmers from the northwest.
Kansas City, Sept. 5. The opera the m utile! pal governments of cities railroad man and tin plate king.
the
tions of the American. National Live- of me third class throughout
country, opened yesterday and will
stock association and the
company, remaCn in session three days.
It
Commission
Livestock
which were begun at the local live promises to be a very Important meetstock yards Monday, developed an ing will carefully discuss many vital
municipal subjects. Mayor S. R.
increased business today. Murdo
of Chester Is the chairman of the
president of the association,
said today that the packers and others convention.- The local authorities and
were buying freely, "esterttay, ne the various mercantile and Industrial
of the city have arrang
said, "we sold nineteen cars at run
SOAMERICAN
price. I am greatly pleused with the ed an elabroate program for the en
WISS POLLOCK,
.
tertainment of the delegates attendoutlook."
CHAMPION
WOMAN,
Among the en- ing the convention.
CIETY
OF
A
FEATURE
RACING
of the conven
features
trtHtnment.
WITH THE FOILS, TELLS HOW
MAINE STATE FAIK tfon will be a red bird supper, a visit
au- Lewlston, Me, Sept. 5.
to th art gallery of Alfred O. Desh
THE EXERCISE HELPS A
nual state fair has opened here un ontr. automobile rides to Roach's ship
u
auspices,
der the most favorable
yard, the Seaboard Steel Casting
will last four days and unusually in Works, the Eddvstone Print Works at
teresting attractions will be offeree Eddystone, the old Pusey House in
Special Correspondence.
every day. There will be no vauae- - irolund. John Morton's grave, the
ath4.
Sept.
The
Philadelphia, Pa.,
v b and no exnionions ax iue v,nj Penn monument and other Interest
I hall this year, but the racing will be
a
Ing points. The delegates will also
letic society girls of Philadelphia are
SEAIS rott 10,000 PEOPII I THE BIG SHOW Of THE V.oai-10,000
rormer
in
feature
league
superior
to
that
far
to
the
ride
boat
a
on
be
in
with,
taken
the foils
already practicing
years. The fair grounds will be open Island navy yard,
fashionable "gym," preparing for the
in the evening and there will be rac
tourneys to be held In the fall.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ing by electric light.
That there will be ome keen con(H. E. No. 6279.)
HOLD
PHOTOGRAPHERS
tests this season Is assured, and ad
CONVENTION IN TEXAs Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
23. 1906.
Austin. Tex.. Sept. 5. Several hun
ded Interest Is lent them by reason of
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
dred photographers from all parts of
the fact that Miss Bertha Pollock, who
at lowing-namesettler has filed notice
In
attendance
here
are
the
Indistate
American
won
the
three times
or his intention to maae nnai prooi
lexaw
of
the
convention
annual
the
vidual woman's championship, and
State Photographers' association. Many In support of his claim, and that said
nho was a member ot the team which
are accompanied proof will be made before the United
of
the delegates
defeated teams drawn from New York
convention will States court commissioner at ban
The
by
ladies.
their
and Washington, will again enter the
last three days and the local members fael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
Sec
lints.
the Nw
have taken great pains to arrange an Juan Garcia, 2d. for
SHOWS OF WONDERFUL
Last year she declined to compete
en.er- - S. Twp. 11 N., R. 8 W.
program
the
interesting
for
young
aspiring
ANIMAL ACTORS THAT DO
other
following
witnesses
that
names
in order
the
He
(ainment of the visiting delegates.
women might have a chance at the
to prove his continuous residence up
EVERYTHING
BUT TALK.
championship, while she acted as one
on, and cultivation of, said land, viz
MARYLAND HOLDS THE
tourney.
Now
Serna,
FAIFt
of
the
Ramon
officials
Ramirez,
STATE
BIGGEST
of the
Masedonlo
ahe will attempt to win back her
Timcmlum. Md Sept. 5 The twen Jose Rafael Chavez, Didal Chaves
fair
Maryland
State
Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
annual
thrice held title.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
It is t)y rar me
"I know ot nothing like it," said
opened yesterday.
Register,
Mius Pollock. "It is a grand exercise
biggest fair ever held In this state
and is a splendid all around aport for
and presents many novel features
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
women.
In addition to the graceful
never before Introduced on mat ocdevelopment of the body, It teaches
casion. One of the most Interesting BREAD and take no other.
self control, patience and command
of the temper. The interest in fenc
once afoused, never
ing, when It
flags; the numlwrles. movements, me
wide variation of play and the numerous nie'hods to overcome an opponent and score upon her keeps up a
never varying interest.
"The art of fencing is also a
atdeiidid feminine safeguard ugalnst
attacks or insults. It gives a woman
a command of her arms that la UBeful
on the Htreets ven though she is not
MISS BERTHA POUjOCK.
armed with a rapier."
l

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this

asp

j
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FENCE AND YOU CAN
SMASH THE INSULTERS

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

'
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);!.; GREAT FLOTO

th

.

tumes, and, in fact, every branch of all water proot, so that If any bad
the equipment, was neat in appear- - weather comes up there will be the
ance. which stamped the show es a usual performance anytuiw.
in the highest sense of the
IV PCnr 1Juccess
mm
I ft word.
A
Starving to Death,
Evn the animals appeared asMull
I IliumI nil li i i 1( tney
jUH emurged from a TurkBecause
her Btomach was so weak- lsh bath. The menagerie wad well se eiiHii in- - nalsa drunelne that she
contained the animals could
SELLS-FLOTnot eat. Mrs. Mary H. Wat
SHOWS SCHEDULED lected and circus-goermost d light ' (enj ()f s( c,;lr gt j ColumDUS( o
which the
TO APPEAR HERE ON THE
She
was literally starving to death.
ABOVE DATE.
"Not a single expression of dissat- writes: "My Btomach was so weak
isfaction was heard, and tiiis is some from useless drugging that I could
what remarkable, considering the itn not eat. and my nerves so wrecked
of
says
this
t Worth Record
The
meniie crowd which thronged the te nt that 1 could not bleep; aud not be- there:
the show's performances
at
both the afternoon and evening fur I wa clven ud to die was I in
Sells-Flotwhich
circus,
"Ttie great
performances.
There is always a ci it- dureil tn trv Klectrlc Bitters; with
one
is
of
the
ppeared here yesterday,
- thy wonderful result that
improve
a circus, but tills
at
leal
element
ormost
inauigod
aud
rleauest, best
provocation
ment
for
find
to
failed
city.
mi'ut began at once, and a complete
this
derly shows ver seen iu
usual roar.
ture followed." Best health Tonic on
The attendants were noticeably p :!ite,It their
"Rain does not worry the Sells- earth. Stic Guaranteed by all drug
which U commendable wnerever
la to be found. The teuu, the coo Kioto people a bit, for uielr tents are gists
j

CIRCUS

COMING
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DIG

I

HERD OF SIBTRIAM

PGU3
17

HERDS OF BIG TRAINED ELEPHANT
.ir,., r.nccr Dinm
(EMEU
"'IH
v mo people and A'i
KSHi EMI 11CRISS
participating in thi
17
SPECTACULAR PAGEANT

OR

UNO

DROMEDARIES

DENS

AND

OF WILD

BP.B'.ES

BEASTS

GLORIOUS.

3JIIJGE CIRCUS RINGS
in

I

4

ICE

Chamnion

30 NOVEL

AMAZING ACTS-1- 00
Riders
Bareback
MID-AI- R

1

ACTS

FREE PUBLIC DISPLAY.
WILL EXHIBIT, RAIN OR SHINE.
WATER
THE LARGEST
UNDER
PROOF TEN To JSV IK lUflsiKuucu.

AND

FCKIIANCES

COMMENCE' 2 AND

S

40!ex$!c sjk from mmmi
40
Reserved Seats on Sale at O. A. Matson's
ON DAY OF EXHIBITION

f

WEDNESDAY, SEPT.

ALBUQUERQUE

5, 1906.

WITHOUT AN OFFICE

Complete House Furnishing
Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up
Stoves

all prices

)dd Size Window Shades Made to Order a ipeclalty
GET THE HABIT

J.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man

Albuquerque, N. M.

Corner Coal and macond
Womt Cnd Viaduct

.store

LA W

FECT BUT

III EF

JUST

BEING

PRETED
saceful Advance By the

terstate Commerce

In-

Com-

mission to the Timid
Railroads.

.

In Junrez

PAG

A QUESTION!

BOOKKEEPING

would

MAN OVER
IN
THE PECOS
COUNTRY
SUCCEEDED BEYOND EXPECTATIONS.

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not yoiu time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

make a pile
well heaped up to a height of ten feet
and over three miles long, and within the next forty days nearly twice
as much will be In the yards.
Ninety per cent of this coal has
been mined in Los Animas county,
Colorado. The balance Is from the
company's mines at Snn Antonio and
near Gallup, in New Mexico.
The Mexican Central has ordered
750 coal cars from the factory In Dayton. O. These will be loaded with
coal at the Victor mines and sent on serve to take up valuable time. How- to Juarez.
vyvi ne nas recently sent his daughter to a business college and bought
RAILROAD PROJECT,
a new typewriter, so his immense cor
CARLSBAD TO EL PASO. respondence can be more easily conThe Carlsbad Commercial club has ducted. Mr. Anderson will be rememraised a handsome purse and sent J. bered as the originator of the noval
T. Edwards to Kansas City, as Its rep- idea of a lovers lane from Roswell
resentative, to confer with officials of to Carlsbad and if that lane is ever
the Kansas City, Lawton ft Pacific built, to him will be lone the honor
railway, with reference to building a of its existence more than to any othline tnrougn Carlsbad to El Paso. er person. He has recently Improved
Mr. Edwards, who Is a railroad civil bis home in Roswell and with plenty
engineer, with headquarters at Mem- of spare cash is now able to handle
phis, and who is a former resident ail kinds or deals requiring travel and
of Carlsbad, has been sent out by the expense. His unusual success dem
onstrates his honesty and energy.
railroad to look over the situation
a

J. L. Ryan, former storekeeper for
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. The the Santa Fe railroad in Lag Vega9. PAYS COMPLIMENT TO
w rate law la 1n effect; but the Jeft Saturday evening for San Franlpcndoua task of making it effect-- ; cisco, where he will accept employALBUQUERQUE TEACHERS
ment. His friends Jollied him by prehas just begun.
The first thing is to find what the tending to think that he was going to
that city ns a strike breaker, but he
n means, and that is what has
Among the teachers chosen for the
that be had a far better posithe summer vacations of the declared
Albuquerque public schools, is noticed
yers and traffic experts of the tion than that.
m
the nam of Mrs.
Slicht and her
ilroads and caused these meetings
It is said that the Santa Fe lias daughter, Beatrice;Kate
also Mrs. O'Con
Chicago, New York, Atlantic City decided not to rebuild the tie and
nor Roberts, nee Silvia Pourade, who
d at Washington with the Interstate timber creosoting plant
that was re- was married to Charles O'Connor
mimerce Commission.
cently burned at Bellemont, Arizona, Roberts
in this city In June, 1S86, and
The commission is dealing with the but iii8tad will construct an Immense
removed with her husband and par
ilroads in groups. First came the plant somewhere in southern Califor- ents
to Albuquerque a few months
astern and southwestern
railways, nia. It is said that the contemplated
en the southern roads came in, and plant will employ from ino to 200 later. Socorro Chieftain.
ter them came the New England men.
The Breath of Life.
id the Central Trunk line roads.
It's a significant fact that the
The Williams News says: C. J. Cox
What is the commission trying to
strongest animal of its size, the cor- ? And what do the railways want? tias relieved Miss Wright as night op-Thei,lla aIao naa tne larsest lungs; Pow-youIln the first place, it appears that erator tjt the Williams depot.
lady has been spending the last,erful ll,nBs mean powerful creatures,
e Interstate Commerce Commission
How to kPeP tne breathing organs
extending the olive branch to the few days at the Canyon, and will r'Knt sh0"ld
be man's chiefest study,
ill ways after having won In a bitter leave shortly for Wlnslow, from which
point she will receive another
as- - Ilke thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
ht, in which its very existence was signment.
1 Stephens,
of Port Williams, O., has
ivolved.
learned how to do this. She writes,
The commission was under no obliword was received the first of last "Three bottles of Dr. King's New
vions to help the railroads to ln- - week that Charles Smith had been
so Discovery stopped my cough of two '
;rpret the law, but the chairman
nnu curea
me or what my
""""u,,"''
uoio uue i ma iceiijcarB
iggested a friendly and informal crushed
at Ash Fork while making a I friends thought consumption. O, It's
inference to talk over the meaning coupling the otner day. He was taken grand for throat and lung
f some complicated points.
Further, to the hospital at Prescott, where the Guaranteed by all druggists.troubles"
Price
ae commissioners intimated a desire foot had to be amputated.
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
j mitigate features of the law which
Thomas C'harleton, a coal miner of
light appear needlessly harsh.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
Dawson, who suffered a dislocated hip
At first the traffic officials were
and
injuries
other
near
Raton a few
and wary, but finally the dis- usslon took on a very friendly tone. days ago while beating his way on a MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
lg
hanta
Fe
train,
recovering nicely
"I find the railroads
willing and
will
be
and
able
to
a
be
about in short
anxious to abide by the provisions of
the new law," said Chairman Knapp time.
o prlrlfl at womanhood,
"They are anxious to
with
tiliiif
Thos.
Owen, who has been workoforirnna and body. No
us, so that it will pro, luce results for ing withJ. the
known remedy fur Wnnifn
niala
Raton
company
Supply
thttn. Cannot do hnrin llfu be.
the shipping and carrying public, such the past eight months, resigned his
.wnifi
mi
r box
as congress intended.
position to accept a position in the
M0 XT CHEMICAL cbNti7Efi
train service of the Santa Fe between
FOR SALE BY
.ANN & SON.
To the same effect Commissioner Raton and Las Vegas.
Clements said:
John W. Boyle, at one time an atWhat is there so puzzling aliout the
new rate law? Is it not simple to tache of Superintendent John Denalr's
stop
rebates and to quit giving office at Needles, Is now located at
San Diego, holding the position or
passes?
"Yes," say the railways, "but here assistant teller at the American Nais a thing not so simple.
Answer tional bank.
(By Gilson Gardner.)

sus-Iclo-

i

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 25, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant hae filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that saJd proof will be made
before
the United States court
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N.
M.,
6,
on October
1906,
viz.:
Manuel E. Chavez,
administrator of the estate of Antonio Jose
Chavez, deceased, for the small holding claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 1 N.,
R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Juan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
Renlto Armljo, Valencia, N. M.;
Sanchez, Peralta, U. M.; Mell-toS. Otero, peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL ... OTERO,
Register.
n

above-mentione- d

crosa-ex-amtn-

HAVE A N0TI0N
A BUGGY.
THAT

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING
LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH POPULAR
DPPAPtmcwt
MO it EY.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr rirtt Strait and

Albuquerque

Now Discovery

Foundry and
.

Future

laattlan.

ft-oa-

t

mapaira on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaalalt
Foundry east side of railroad traek.
Albiqaeraia,

M.

U.

Gt ner a! Bgfldfng Sopplles

SCREEN DOORS

COLORADO

Both Phone

Third and Marquette

-- To-

St, Paul, Minneapolis,

Oiiolli

Lightning Hay Presses at Vety Low Prices
nt Uphtntni

We have received a cat In

,h.g'L0e,ake

AND THE NORTHWEST.

Wy

..
on spot cash

ric.

l0

coVto

ONE NiGM7
CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Qa.;
Fla., and all other points In
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

Jark-aonvlll- e,

'

ft.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnquerqne

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

WEDDING

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

A, SLEYSTER

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

Bottled In Bond.

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j j j j

A. LUCERO

T.

IIP TO

mTe signs

208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.

W. E. IV1AUGER

WOOL

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

First 8L
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Office, 115 North

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaX
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

line and gas stoves repaired.

TOTI A OR API

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ray,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fas
this line "with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

0.

Strong's Sons

W.

A. E. WALKER.

STRONG BLOCK.

TheGeo.T. StaggCo.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Secretary Mutual Building aaaoalo
tlon. Office at 217 West RalVrosJ

UNDERTAKERS

MELINI & EAKIN

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

Albuqumrqum, N. M.

avenue.

M.

ud

101-21- 1

N. Second

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, a f
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of WasV
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

St. Both Phones.

.

.

TO BELEN, N. M.
Metropolis of New Mexico
Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe Railway

K000K004KK
K00000000
A

uu

Railway Center

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

provement Co.
Sec'y.

o eo

ox

tA

n

D

TWO-THIRD-

WM. BER6ER,

I

S,

The Belen Town and Im

rfTU.'jrts.

Machine Works

P. MALL, Propria tor

Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber
Pu eys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Can;
Iroa
ouuamgs.

FROM

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

!.f0?00oc

Avenum

THE 8HORT LINE

THE CELEBRATED

COME

Tijarm

RIO GRANDE LUMBER1 CO,

The Belen Town and Improvement

rap-Idl-

I0!!0.-BUY-

Dr. King's

Agent

E.

i
H!'arnfiss

I

Illinois Central R.R.

KILLthe COUCH

Northwest...

Its Location

size shot8.

-.

Prices

all

25,000,

...AND-

PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
CAKES A SPECIALTY,
For any disease of the skin we can
patronage
We
desire
and we guarrecommend Chamberlain's Salve, ic
At Consistent
antee first class baking.
relieves .he Itching and burning sen207
South First Street, Albuquerque.
sation instantly and soon erfects a
Prices
cure. This salve Is also Invaluable
for sore nipples. Any druggist.
. W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
AND CURE thb LUNGS
changed.
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CHTY
Saddles, Lap
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pat
WITH
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Copper Avenue.
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WE8T
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
Bm
0UGH8and
60c $1.00
All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meats.
OLDS
Fret Trial.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
Steam Sausage Factory.
PUBLIC.
Surest and ttuickeat Cure for all
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
THROAT and LUNG TROUBMasonic Buildinf, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
LES, or MONEY BACK.

Railroad men report that six Inches
, "How can a railroad compile and
snow fell on Glorieta mountain
print two million separate rates in of
Sunday night, which undoubtedly acsixty days. And how can Buch a com- counts for
the cool weather of the
pilation be posted in duplicate in last couple of
days.
every station on its road?"
But that is what the law demands.
The Santa Fe now proposes to plant
And again:
trees and grow its own tleH n,i tnr
"How can a railway print and post this purpose will plant its own forests.
Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
as part of its rate the terminal charge ine present and possible
scarof a different road a thousand miles city of ties Is the cause future
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
of this new
away, over which it has no control?" venture.
"How can a railroad publish a Joint
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
through rate over another road which
The Searchlight & Northern Rail
does not care to make a joint rate?
road company has filed its articles ofi
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full
"How shall a railway publish rates incorporation at San Bernanlinr. with
'
on private cars which it does not own, the county clerk.
call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
and for which it does not even collect
W.
Boyd
H.
of
city,
this
formerly
charges?
the
T. E. PURDY,
"How can export and import rates an employe of Jhe shops here, is the
be adjusted to varying ocean rates, if new special officer for the Santa Fe
the y
notice is to apply to them? road at Las Vegas.
"How can railway tariffs be made
uniform?"
The commissioners admit that these
questions are rather puzzling, and
they want to help clear them up.
Another provision of the law is that
calling for a uniform system of accounting by railways. It will be Auc- I
list. 1907, before that nrovluifm iroes
into enect. Prof. Henry C. Adams of
Michigan University has been hired at
$10,00(1 a year to figure out a uniform
system of bookkeeping. He has taken
a house In Washington and expects to
work a year at the task. He will work
Blt.tN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-iliwith the National Association of Hull-wa- y
Railroad
II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MA1V
Account ants.
In the meantime
Located on Belen
Hint OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
the roads will lie allowed to mi on
keeping accounts as they have been
UBT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
doing.
CITY. GALVESTON AND TOINTS EAST TO SAN
I ne tasK
of hearing
complaints
FRANCISCO.
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
from shippers who want discrimina
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
tions corrected In the new law has not
PASO AND TEXAS.
even negun. l hey will have to wait
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 23x
ror a while.
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
WHY RATES AREN'T POSTED.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE
WITH BEAUTIFUL IKE AND PUBLIC PARK
he law gives the Interstate Coin- merce Commission some discretion in
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
requiring the publication of rates.
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
The time may be extended or the
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
publication may not lie insisted upon.
PEOPLE; SEVERAL I.ARGE MERCANTILE ESIt is this discretion that is now beTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
ing availed of. Under a rigid InterMILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
pretation of the law all rates ought to
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
be hanging up in the stations now.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING TOINT FOR
tVU.CL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
MEXICAN CENTRAL
fir CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
BUYS TONS OF COAL.
K A CHEAT COMMERCIAL
The Victor Fuel company has sold
RAILROAD CITY IN
rn HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
ISo.tnio ton8 of steam coal to ihn Mexican Central railroad and the same is
now being delivered at Juarez as
y
as possible. Ninety thousand tons
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
are now en route to the Mexican city.
and. on Thursday, Hii.tMin tons had
already been delivered.
The supply
will run the Chihuahua division for
six months.
The present amount of fuel now in

K000COs00OaOa00

receiving

CEVZN

'at Reduced 2

--

the
shells
the just

I

Vehicl es

i

a wmnr

r.

Colonist Rates to
California and the

this:

.

......

Many who reside in Carlsbad remember V. W. Anderson who, wltn
many others, located in Roswell some
six years ago, but few know to what
an extend a man may succeed In
ness without an office or books of any'
A $2,000.00 policy provides
kind, says tne Carlsbad Sun. Mr. An- $2,000.00 in case of death.
derson started in the real estate busl-- ;
$200.00 per yenr for ten years In case of total disability.
ness carrying his list of bargains in
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
his head and closing his deals In
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
stores, banks or on the street. Only
a few months ago he closed the larg-- ,
Loan values commencing second year.
est deal ever made in Roswell, when
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
he consumated a trade between a
period.
Pecos valley farmer and a Panhandle
Total cost, age 23, only $46.30.
ranch man for $230,000 with a com
Other amounts in same proportion.
mission of two tnousand dollars. Mr. H
For particulars address or see
Aiiuerson nas during me past year
sold over t500.0(K) worth of Peco8 val-ley property .and it is a dull day In-- :
B. 8CH WEN TKER,
deed that he does, not close one or1
gar
tor
Mew Mexico and Northern Arlmona
Malta
more deals and this without books or)
Room x, N. i. Armijo mag.
omce or any kind, except what lg unwrite For Agency.
der his hat. Titi mnies a list of over H
100 bargains in his head and can tell
any moment all the various details of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uch and every bargain. Though Mr.
famine of loaded
Anderson Is a great reader and has
has been broken by
Holding Claim,
Small
education he contends that a lot of
Mcintosh hardware com-pan- y
(No. 701.)
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IS OUR SPECIALTY
Pillows 60c and up ,
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
blankets 90c and up
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pointed. The board will also take up
any other matter of Importance tnat
Tnlght come before It at this time. The
Oysters shipped under seal In patnext regular meeting of the board will ent carriers direct from the ovster
take place on the first Monday In Oc planters' beds. XO DIRTY ICE WATPRESERVATIVES'
Just
the PI REST, FINEST FLAVORED
you
ever saw or tasted.
OYSTERS
Flavor and nutrl-- 1
1
on
tinequaled.
Sealshlpt
oysters

tobcr.

ER.

1

We Jeaire to announce that in addition
to our complete Fall lines of

XO

"Mozell," g valuable pacing mare,
owned by W. L. Trimble, dropped
dead on the Traction park track this
314 WEST RAIIP0ADAE.
2iternoon, while being exercised by
Fair tonight and Thursday.
Mr. Trlmole himself. The cause of
are sold at a slight- Rt'eular meeting of the Degree of death Is attributed to heart disease,
ly higher price, but
l.oo.
i he mare was valued at
Honor at Odd ""ellows hall tontgiit
are actually cheap- An Innovation in .the skating rink
A vitv nlensant sorlnl hour follow
er than the short- ed the regulir meet ins of the KngleR business will be Introduced tonight at
measure, "watered''
present
the opera house when those
list night.
nest skater oysters at a lower figure, because with
will
the
gratis
on
vote
Si
to
the
returned
ordinary
H.
N.
of
Field
has
Mrs.
the
This shoe Is out
the highest Sealshlpt" you receive FULL MEAS- We now carry In stock ready-to-wea- r
summer cottage on ttie present, the one ncivlng
her
city
from
with URE SOLID MEATS. They go TWICE
presented
our
to
be
number of votes to
run. It has been made
. as far.
Rio I'ecos.
REQUIRE
HALF
the
manage-merttYou
by
the
present
a handsome
own specification to Bupply the
RalpTi Hallorun. tlu life Insurance
quantity.
this
south
the
from
agent,
Today we have BLUE POINTS dl- arrived
shoes.
on
boy who Is extra hard
"ho Immaculate
at
hunilay
Last
morning.
Manda-lar- l rocj. from GREAT SOUTH BAY, Long
Fr.
Rev.
Conception
church.
strong
at the
It Is particularly
'. Chas. Chadwick returned to the city
ottlclhMng,
the fivemonthsold Island, the finest flavored oyster In the.
of the seme renowned blah grade make
t..is morning from a business trip to child of Dr. and .Mrs. G. V. Harrison world
iwlnts where most of the wear
Magdalena.
was baptized, Mr. mid Mrs. F. X. Baca
comes. The soles are of heavy
wno
Mrsi M. ci. Otero and son, Alfred, standing sponsors tor n,e cnlid.
These suits are hand-tailore- d
out of the highest
leather, the vamps
went to Santa Fe this morning to be was christened Felomena ..argarl'a
friends.
guests
of
grade
Harrison.
the
imported
Vienna
material,
are faultlessly
an
are cut full length and have
Eugene Kempcnich, representing
M. Casley, assistant- - manager
Bert
well
if
and
cut,
fit
as
better
not
than
the high
preAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
extra row of stitching to
the Mcintosh Hardware company, has for the Cauital Life Insurance com BREAD
no
other.
reand
priced
take
custom
tailored
garments.
Mexico,
We
samples.
Xew
In
desire
gone
his
with
the
north
pany Of Colorado
vent ripping; tha counters are
on the California
Alcity
Temple
Kaplan
of
showing
pleasure
to
of
turned
the
Jacob
Ralthl
your
them
suit
to
you.
Order
GENTLEMEN
of sole leather in one piece and
bert, has returned to the city from limited today from a business trip to now and be well dressed fair week.
spending li.s vacation In Denver.
the northern part of the territory, to Two thousand fall samples to select
keep the shoe from running
Ann hinmctr thn father of a boy, born from.
Tailoring Agency,
Putney
Nettleton
end
Robert
Mr.
Mrs.
and
over. The uppers are of full
114 South Third street.
children, who were In Kansas visiting last night,
stock box calf. This shoe looks
W. R. Brown, district freight and
relatives, have returned to the city.
the Santa Fe, with THE HIGHLAND LIVER
stylish and will please your boy.
J. F. Mase, manager of the Gallup passenger agent for
A handsome new h'ne of shirts just in tan, blue
eft
is spending
Electric Light company, Is In the city headquarters at El I'aso,
BROB.,
Prop:
BAM
SHOOK
arrived
having
city,
$1.60
TO'
13
and grey imported French material,
In
the
on his way east to spend his vacation. the dnv
8'a
1.85
from the south on the early morning LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
13t TO 2...
tj) 1 oO v
cuffs attached, each
and
Mcintosh,
treasurer
Vdlllam
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
.15
Mr. Itrown says that Santa Fe
2Vt TO 5'2
collector of Torrance county, Is In the train.
and
parties
of
"Sadie"
mountain
The
for
the
over
district
ticket sellers all
city to remain until after the territor the
at special rates on week days.
southwest report the promise of a
ial fair.
No. 112 John St.
large sale of territorial fair rale tick Auto Phone 604.
8AUCE9 AND CONDIMENTS.
Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Radcllff of Belen et a.
spent yesterday In the city visiting"
Mrs; E. Burolck of 609 Hendricks
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a and shopping, and returned home last avenue, returned Wis morning uum
at the
night.
month s absence from the city. Mrs.
grocery store, are sure to bring the
in the Commercial Burdlck was first called to Bisbee, Champion Grocery and Meat Market
At a meeting
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
right flavor to all dishes Into which club rooms last night, the socialists Ariz., by an accident which befell her
A choice line of Imported Goods DiV. Metcalf as candidate son,
W.
nominated
at
almines
employed
we
in
the
is
because
la
who
enter.
Thla
they
rect from Italy.
for delegate to congress.
that place. The young man is recov
ways procure the best manufactured.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
BurdlcK
Mrs.
Injuries.
from
Rankin
has
Herbert
returned
his
from
Remember, we handle the best
We find out first what brands are re- Belen, where he was working during erine
also visited in Mexico.
meats and a full line of choice groand
liable and personally guarantee them. the summer months whh a surveying
Prof. E. A. Drake, editor of the So ceries
corps on the Belen cut-of- f.
corro Chlettain and a prominent re
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ounstil, who publican of Socorro county, is in the
were at Gallup, have returned to the city looking on the central committee
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
city. Mr. Gunsul Is Interested in the meeting, having arrived tuts morning I
AND EXCHAN6E0
from a visit to California. C. T. BrownGallup electric light works.
CalTwo distinct earthquake shocks who accompanied Prof. Drake to minOffice
Association
at ifornia, has gone to Nevada on
Noe, 118 and 120 South Second street were felt at isocorro last night
Transactions
continues
Drake
Prof.
ing
Up-to-Dat- e
business.
"r
respectively.
8:45
10:45
o'clock,
and
iiJiiiuu
Guaranteed
to Socorro tonight.
No damage has been reported.
Mrs. J. G. Laughlln of Seattle Is a ROSENFIELD'S, 1 18 W. R.R, Ave Next Doer First National Bank
A large number of city folk went
203 West Cold Avenue
fles- - guest at the Alvarado, awaiting the
to
yesterday
MAYNARD
to
witness
Isleta
Y.
the
T.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
expectIs
daughter,
who
her
arrival
of
'
The "Big
t of "Little St. Augustine.
TogethSt. Augustine" teast took place a week ed to arrive from California.
er Mrs. Laughlln and daughter will go
ago.
TO
TIME
THE
HAVE
WE
WHEN
IS
SEASON
DURING THE DULL
where the young lady
to New
In
J. W. and K. V. Bible, prominent will enterlork,
a conservatory or music.
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSrepublicans
of
Hanover
district.
the
Mr.
CALL
of
WILL
friends
Laughlins
are
old
WE
AND
UP
'Itie
RING
US
ATTENTION.
EST AND BEST
Grant county, are In the city interest- Millen, the day clerk at the Alvared attendants at the central commitFOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
ado.
tee meeting.
PLACED IN 'i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOaK FROM OUT
The Raton Reporter says: J. B.
us.
The Socorro Chieftain says: Miss Rutherford
OF TOWN, we PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf.
of Albuquerque, who Is
In
Price returned to her home
Ina
Xew Mexico manager of the Capitol
this city Friday morning after two Life Insurance company of Colorado,
Hickox-Maynar- d
months pleasantly spent with rela- was In the city during the past week
tives and friends In Albuquerque.
Mr. Rutherford wrote quite a number
Owing to there- - not being a quorom of new policies while here and says
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
present there was no meeting of the that Raton is one of the liveliest and
SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.
school board last night. It la xpeet--j best appearing towns which he has
M
THE ARCH FRONT.
ed, though, nat a meeting will be visited In the territory.
held before the close of the week.
The Sierra County Advocate says:
Mr. and Mrs. William Walters or Last week Joe Richardson and Henry
Johnstown. Pa., accompanied by their Opgenorth purchased Delegate An
two daughters. Misses Katherine and drews' herd of fine cattle and a por
Marie Walters, are here today, but will tion of his horsea. It is also said that
COLORADO RHONE 74
AUTOMATIC RHONE 848
leave tonight for southern California. United States Attorney Llewellyn pur
H. F. Bogh, who recently returned chased the remainder of the horses as
to the city from Pennsylvania, after well as all of the Improvements, inFoerth and Railroad Avenue
an absence of four years, is now a cluding the big residence, and that
deputy United States Marshal, and the furniture will be shipped to Albu
has gone to Santa Fe on official mat- querque In a short time.
We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and 1
ters.
Mrs. John Digneo, age 65 years
1
Cutlery they give satisfaction
Mrs. B. S. Rodey was a charming twenty-tw- o
of which were spent at
hostess to the ladies of the Ladles' Santa Fe. passed away in the Cap!
Guild of St. John's Episcopal church tal City this morning, asthama being
last night. Refreshments were served' the cause of her demise. The de
A large number of ladles were pres
ceased leaves four children, Oswald
HARDWARE.
and Earnest Digneo and Mrs. Waldtz
ent.
Mrs. Mary E. McCawley and daugh and Mrs. Pap, all of Santa Fe, to
ter, of 1301 Mountain road, are enjoy mourn the death of a mother. Sev
ing a visit from son and brother, Lu- - eral relatives of the deceased live in
cean Edgar McCawley, who Is hfre Albuquerque. Ben Digneo and Horace
from Santa Rosa, Cal., accompanied I'alladino, nephews, leave for Santa
Fe tonight to attend the funeral,
by his wife.
CHINA
which will take place tuere tomorThe Socorro Chieftain says: Mari row. The
husband of the
ano Armijo and family of Albuquer- deceased Is bereaved
GLASSWARE
mason
a
S
que, relatives of Mrs. Frank Abeytla of Santa Fe. prominent stone
guests
Mr.
city,
and
of
are
of
this
PLUMBING
Mrs. Abeytla at their home on South
Are your boys and girls properly
California street.
shod for their walk to and from
If not, let us remind you of
R. R. Coleman, railroad contractor, sctiool?
has Just closed a contract with the the fact that we carry us complete
Tonopah & Tidewater railroad com and up .o date a line of reliable
pany for grading north from the pres- school shoes as you can And anywhere
ent terminus of the road In Death Val- and are able to supply your wants at
ley. The consideration named In the a moment's notice. Prices are as low
as Is consistent with good quality. C.
contract Is $200,000.
May's bhoe- oiore, 314 West Railroad
Hon. J. L. Hubbell of Canada, Ariz., avenue.
Is In the city visiting his family of
West Copper avenue. Mr. Hubbell
The lights that did not go out last
has n trailing storo at Canada and night are sold by Mitchner.
carries on probably the aot extenBE SURE AND BE AT THE RINK
sive trading business with the Nava-Jo- s
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and HarFourth and Railroad Avenue
AS THE BALLOT BOX
TONIGHT,
in the southwest.
10
O'CLOCK.
AT
SHARP.
CLOSES
A. J. Papen, postmaster of Las CruPresses.
vesting Machinery. BirdseU Wagons,
ces and editor of the Dona Ana Coun SKATING CONTINUES UNTIL 11.
BE
IT
GRANDEST
THE
WILL
ty Republican, came In from the south
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
this morning and honored The Evenig EVENT OF THE SEA80N.
THE
Citizen with a call. He Is bere to
DR. BALDWIN.
watch the doings of the territorial re"Dr. Baldwin proved himself a mas
publican central committee.
ter musician, and one competent to
North First Street
40 1,
South First Street
Chairman Alfred Grunsfuld. of the handlf any repertoire however severe.
county
Bernalillo county board of
The l'ilgergesang from Tannhauser,
RAILROAD AVE.
commissioners, has called a special while nothing new, was a revelation of
meeting of the board for Thursday technical pathos in the handling by
Diamond, Watche. Jewelry, Cut Glasa, Clocaa. Silverware, We Invite
morning, at which clerks of registra- this fine artist. A 'Romance,' Dr. Bald
your trade and guarantee A 8QUARE DEAL.
tion for the full election will be ap win's own composition, is a veritable
poem of tenderness and love." Ashe
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
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BOYS' SHOES

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Business and Dress Suits
FULL DRESS

TUXEDO

SUITS

oak-tann-

tt(

JUST RECEIVED

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamel ware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Speelman

R.R.

F. F. TROTTER

Zearing

&

Furniture Dealers

f you are In need of anything

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

try

Co.

The

I

mm

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

CO.

Whitney Company

HARNESS
SADDLES

Alaska Refrigerators.
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

TINNIN3

-

MHBinnnBBBnBBinn

.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Mead Hay

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

403

U3, JJ5, IJ7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

OF BUYINC YOUR CLO 1 Hfco rUK
yourself and your boy where the best
merchandise is displayed. We spend
much of our time in buying goods
GOOD GOODS and we are display
.
mm
.1
--i ing the best selected line of merchandise this year, ever shown in the southwest.

Get the Habit

j

Kuppenheimer's Fine Business Suits $10.00 to $22.50
Stetson Fine Shoes $5.50 to $6.00
4
1 1

1

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

t....vf...
Weft Gold

RARAGON TROUQZXS 98.00 TO

J7.00.

ber

6.

There were no candles burned at
the Savoy Bar last night, Mitchner'a
lights are there too.

132
8. Second

THE MAZE
pots
17c
Xew Woolsey Ilannels, yd
15c
Heavy weight outing flannel
10c
2oc
Children a muslin drawers
50c
Infants' "Stork" panties
UOc
$1.00 bottle of Malted Milk
12V4C
can Chloride of Lime
t
lbs. of sulphur
23c
5u
Kresh sage, per pkg
2 cans of Jockey Club sardines. . . .45c
Special sale of groceries every Saturday.
THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
flower

Elephant was not in
The White
darkness last night. Why? They
had Mitchner'a lights.
n
WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
ORCHARD
APPLE"
"SEEDLESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL C0ST7
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
RANCH EGGS ALWAYS
HAND AT THE IXL GROCERY
STORE, 901 SOUTH EDITH STREET.

FRESH

ON

WALKOVER S3.SO ANO $34.00 SHOES

MciNTOSH HARDWARE: COMPANY
Successors to

E. J. POST & COMPANY

"

.

Co's. Celebrated Custom Tailored Suits $15 to $30

Stcin-Bloc- h

ville Oltizi-n-.
Dr. Baldwin will Ih at the I'resby
tenan church on Thursday, Septem

.fK

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING GASKETS
0OOOOOO90OO0O

See Display
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k
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OurWindow
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food
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CoBV&rtmenl
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ocoeccooooooo
215 West Railroad Avenue
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